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accept 14 papers. Five of these papers were included in the main conference
proceedings published by Springer. Nine papers are included in this volume.
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Enriching Ontologies through Data

Mahsa Chitsaz?

School of Information and Communication Technology,
Gri�th University, Australia

mahsa.chitsaz@griffithuni.edu.au

Abstract. Along with the vast usage of ontologies in di↵erent areas,
non-standard reasoning tasks have started to emerge such as concept
learning which aims to drive new concept definitions from given instance
data of an ontology. This paper proposes new scalable approaches in
light-weight description logics which rely on an inductive logic technique
in favor of an instance query answering system.
Keywords. OWL Ontology, Light-weight Description Logics, Concept
Learning, Enriching Ontology.

1 Problem Description

Along with the vast use of DLs ontologies, non-standard reasoning tasks have
started to emerge. One of such tasks is concept learning which is a process
to find a new concept description from assertions of an ontology. The concept
learning system plays an essential role in ontology enrichment as well as ontology
construction. Ontology enrichment from unstructured or semi-structured data
is an onerous task even for knowledge engineers. Additionally, the new added
information may have diverse presentations among di↵erent engineers. As an
example of concept learning, if a data set includes the assertions (John enrolled
in the Semantic Web course) and (John is a Student), then a concept of “Stu-
dent” can be learned by this data set which is “Who enrolled in at least one
course”. Therefore, this new concept definition inducted by the data will enrich
the terminology of the ontology.

The current approaches of concept learning [11, 9, 20] are mostly presented for
expressive DLs that are not scalable in practice. Since there are large practical
ontologies that are represented by less expressive DLs such as the SNOMED
CT1, and the Gene ontology2, it is plausible to propose a learning system for
light-weight DLs that are tractable fragments of DLs in regards to standard
reasoning tasks. The dedicated reasoners of light-weight DLs, such as CEL [1],
Snorocket [17], and ELK [13] are very e�cient for ontologies with only a TBox.
These o↵-the-shelf reasoners do not fully support the ABox reasoning which is
essential in the learning framework.

? Principal Supervisor: Professor Kewen Wang
1 http://www.ihtsdo.org/snomed-ct/
2 http://www.geneontology.org/
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Therefore, the main research question is how to propose a learning frame-
work to e�ciently and scalably construct a concept description in light-weight
description logics such as DL EL+ and DL-Lite. In fact, there are two main ob-
jectives for this research. The first is to design a scalable learning system which
can work with real world ontologies. The second objective is to maximize the
accuracy of a learned concept having incompleteness in data sets.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Some preliminaries are
presented in Section 2. In the next Section, the related work is investigated to
find its limitations. In Section 4, the accomplished work to partially tackle the
concept learning problem is presented and in Section 5, future plan followed by
the evaluation of the proposed learning framework is discussed.

2 Preliminaries

An ontology in DLs consists of a terminology box, TBox T , which represents
the relationship among concepts and properties and an assertion box, ABox A,
which preserves the instances of the represented concepts and properties.

OWL EL3, which is based on DL EL+ [2], is suitable for applications em-
ploying ontologies that contain very large numbers of properties and classes. In
DL EL+, concept descriptions are inductively defined using the following con-
structors: >|?|{a}|C u D|9r.C, where C and D are concept names, r is a role
name, and a is an individual. An EL+-TBox includes general concept inclusions
(GCIs) C v D and role inclusions (RIs) r1 � . . . � rk v r.

The DL-Lite family [5] is a family of light-weight description logics, which
introduced for e�cient query answering over ontologies with a large ABox, that
is, the basis formalism of OWL QL4. Concepts and roles in DL-LiteR are con-
structed according to the following syntax: B ! A|9R R ! P |P�

C ! B|¬C|C1 u C2 E ! R|¬R, where A denotes an atomic concept, P
an atomic role, and P

� the inverse of atomic role P . B denotes a basic concept,
that is either an atomic concept or a concept of the form 9R. A DL-LiteR TBox
is constructed by a finite set of inclusion assertions of the form B v C and
R v E, where B, C, R, and E are defined as above.

Note that normalized EL+-TBox only consists of these axioms: A1uA2 v B,
A v 9r.B, 9r.A v B, r1 � · · · � rk v r 2 T , where k  2, A, Ai and B are atomic
concepts or >. Then every existential quantifier A v 9r.B in EL+-TBox can be
replaced by these DL-Lite axioms {A v 9s, 9s� v B, s v r}.

3 Related Work

Concept learning in DLs concerns learning a general hypothesis from the given
examples of a background knowledge that one wants to learn. Aiming to find
a description of a goal concept G, there are two kinds of examples: positive

3 http://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-profiles/#OWL_2_EL
4 http://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-profiles/#OWL_2_QL
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examples E

+
G , which are instances of G, and negative examples E

�
G , which are

not. Literally, an example set of G, A0, is a subset of ABox, A; that is A0 =
{G(a1), G(a2), . . ., G(ap), ¬G(b1), ¬G(b2),. . ., ¬G(bn)}, consequently E

+
G =

{a1, a2, . . . , ap} and E

�
G = {b1, b2, . . . , bn}.

Example 1. By considering the following ABox, positive and negative examples:
A = {hasChild(John, Chris), hasChild(Mary, Chris), hasChild(Joe, John),
Male(John), Female(Mary), Male(Joe), Male(Chris)}
E

+
G = {Joe, John} E

�
G = {Mary, Chris}.

A possible answer of the concept learning problem of the goal concept “Father”
is 9hasChild u Male.

Currently, most of the approaches to concept learning for DLs are an ex-
tension of inductive logic programming (ILP) methods. In the area of concept
learning in description logics, promising research has been investigated and de-
scribed in [11, 9, 20]. All of these approaches have been proposed for expressive
DLs such as ALC. One of the most significant concept learning system for DLs
is DL-Learner [20] which has di↵erent heuristics to explore the search space with
a built-in instance checker to employ Close World Assumption (CWA), that is
faster than standard reasoners. However, none of these are scalable to work with
real world ontologies. Nevertheless, there is little research on concept learning
in DLs that transfer DL axioms to logic programs (LP), then apply the ILP
method in order to learn a concept [10]. On the one hand, this approach is too
expensive in terms of computation time. On the other hand, it is not always
guaranteed that this conversion is possible. Additionally, another approach to
tackle the concept learning problem in DLs is by employing a Machine Learning

approach such as Genetic Programming [18] and kernels [8]. The experimental
results of these approaches show that longer concept descriptions are generated
compared with ILP based methods.

In terms of learning a concept description in less expressive DLs, research
is limited. A learner for DL EL, proposed by Lehmann and Haase [19], uses
minimal trees to construct DL EL axioms then refines these by refinement oper-
ators. The DLs axioms were converted to trees and four di↵erent operators were
defined to refine these trees. Apart from those ILP-based approaches, Rudolph
[24] proposed a method based on Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) to generate
a hypothesis. Further Baader et. al. [3] have used FCA to complete a knowl-
edge base. Both of these methods used a less expressive DLs, where the former
used FLE , and the latter used a fragment of DLs which is less expressive than
FLE . These approaches demand many interactions of a knowledge engineer as
an oracle of the system which is not applicable in most scenarios. In future plan,
an automated system to learn new concept definitions more e�ciently will be
developed.

The above-mentioned approaches mostly focused on concept learning in ex-
pressive DLs, where it is not possible to have a scalable learner due to the fact
that the underlying reasoners are not scalable. Therefore, a learner which pro-
duces a concept description in DL EL+ will be proposed, and can be employed
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for DL-Lite ontologies. In the preliminary research, a learner system for DL EL+

using ILP-based approach and reinforcement learning technique was introduced.

4 Research Accomplished

In this section, an EL+ learner has been proposed since the current approaches
aim to construct a concept definition in expressive DLs. However, an EL+ on-
tology necessitates the learned concepts expressed in EL+ only. This concept
learning system is based on inductive logic program (ILP) techniques and finds
a concept definition in EL+ through a refinement operator and reinforcement

learning [6].

Concept Learning System using Refinement and Reinforcement: An
e↵ective tool to build the search space of concept hierarchies is requiered. Ac-
cording to the previous research in ILP, a refinement operator is suitable for this
purpose. The proposed system benefits from the strength of the current refine-
ment operators for ALC [10, 20], and a refinement operator for EL [19]. Down-
ward (upward) refinement operators construct specializations (generalizations)
of hypotheses [23]. The pair hF,Ri is a quasi-ordered set, if a relation R on a set F
is reflexive and transitive. If hF,vi is a quasi-ordered set, a downward refinement

operator for hF,vi is a function ⇢, such that ⇢(C) ✓ {D|D v C}. For example,
a subset of ⇢(>) in the Example 1 is {Male, Female, 9hasChild}, and a subset
of ⇢(9hasChild) is {Male u 9hasChild, Female u 9hasChild, 9hasChild.Male,
9hasChild.Female}. Since the refinement operator can build all possible mu-
tations of concepts and roles, finding a correct concept description could not
happen by a simple search algorithm, unless an external heuristic was employed
to traverse the search space e↵ectively. We have done some preliminary experi-
ments in employing reinforcement learning (RL) technique in pruning the search
space. In the proposed system, a state of a hypothesis is how correct this hypoth-
esis is w.r.t. the given examples. This is found by the Pellet reasoner5. Initially,
the hypothesis is the > concept. Then, an RL agent will change the hypothesis
by choosing one action among those possible member of downward refinements
of current hypothesis. The definition of actions is based on refinement operators
that specializes the hypothesis to cover more positive examples and less nega-
tive examples. The correctness of the hypothesis, which is a score for the RL
agent, will be determined by finding the instances of it. A signal is given to the
RL agent according to its score to lead it to the goal state which the hypothe-
sis is a solution of the concept learning problem. The possible actions for each
state guide the RL agent to achieve the goal by this systematic reward-based
approach. This approach shows promising results, however choosing an action is
a non-deterministic task that causes problem where the given example sets are
incomplete.

5 http://clarkparsia.com/pellet
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5 Future Plan

Most of the current approaches in the concept learning, including the proposed
system in Section 4, use DL reasoners to accomplish instance checking task ex-
cept DL-Learner which has a built-in instance checker. As a result of using OWL
reasoners for the learning framework, the system becomes unscalable. Therefore,
employing an e�cient instance query answering (IQA) system is important for
the learning framework. In this approach, query answering system is employed
in order to compare certain answers of the constructed concept definition (as a
query) with the given examples. A bottom-up algorithm [4] is e�ciently con-
structed the hypothesis space, then the accuracy of any constructed concept is
checked by the IQA system. An instance query (IQ) is of the form C(x) with
C either an EL+-concept or DL-Lite concept depends on learning a concept in
EL+ or DL-Lite respectively.

Firstly, an IQA system will be developed for EL+ and DL-Lite queries. To
achieve this, it is essential to understand how the current query answering sys-
tem works e�ciently. It is well-known that pure query rewriting [14] approaches
are ine�cient because of the exponential blow-up of the query size. Then query
rewriting with auxiliary symbols [15] is introduced to include some auxiliary
symbols to make the rewriting in polynomial time and this approach necessi-
tates the saturated ABox. Our IQA is inspired by [22, 16], which complete the
ABox into a canonical model IK of the ontology in polynomial time and inde-
pendently from the input query. When IK can be constructed in polynomial time
w.r.t. the size of the ontology, one can answer all instance queries of concepts
or roles in the ontology signature e�ciently. However, those auxiliary symbols
cannot be the certain answer of any IQs, therefore, these unnamed individuals
will be filtered from the result set.
Concept Learning System using Instance Query System: In this ap-
proach, the constructed canonical interpretation is employed as a fundamental
tool to use a bottom-up algorithm in constructing a concept definition. The
second research target is to construct consequence sets [12] of all positive and
negative examples which are derived by IQA system. More precisely, a conse-
quence set of an individual a 2 ind(A) is a pair hrlist, clisti, where rlist ✓ NR

and clist ✓ NC such that 9b 2 �

IK with 8r 2 rlist, (a, b) 2 r

IK _ (b, a) 2 r

�IK ,
and 8C 2 clist , b 2 C

IK . Then, all consequence sets of an individual a are
combined as a consequence node, which is a pair hrootset, conseti such that
rootset = {C|K |= C(a)} and conset is the set of all consequence set of indi-
vidual a. In Figure 1, the consequence nodes of the ABox instances in Example
1 are shown. Therefore, for all members of E+

G and E

�
G , the consequence hier-

archy is constructed in order to induct a concept description. In our running
example, the concept “Father” is constructed based on the common part of the
consequence nodes for both Joe and John as positive examples, which in this
case is “Male u 9hasChild”, or “Male u 9hasChild.Male”, although the second
solution is subsumed by the first answer. As another example, if one wants to
find a definition of the concept “Parent” with positive examples of Joe, John and
Mary, and negative example of Chris, the common part of all those positive ex-
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amples are 9hasChild or 9hasChild.Male which are correct concept descriptions
for the given ontology and the example sets. Since the main interest is to find
a shortest concept description, if in the first step of constructing consequence
nodes a definition can not be learned, i.e. “Grandparent” in Example 1, this
consequence node is extended to another step for positive examples until there
is a unique common part for all consequence node of positive examples which
does not overlap with any consequence node of negative examples.

Instances Consequence Node
John h{Male,>}, {h{hasChild}, {Male,>}i,

h{hasChild�}, {Male,>}i}i
Joe h{Male,>}, {h{hasChild}, {Male,>}i}i
Mary h{Female,>}, {h{hasChild}, {Male,>}i}i
Chris h{Male,>}, {h{hasChild�}, {Female,Male,>}i}i

Fig. 1. All first-step consequence nodes of the ABox instances of Example 1

6 Evaluation

The preliminary work on concept learning has been evaluated on family ontology
from DL-Learner data sets6 which is artificially constructed for test purpose and
is smaller than practical ones. The proposed approach will be evaluated against
current concept learning systems such as DL-Learner and YinYang7. There is
no common benchmark for evaluating the ontology learning, although test cases
have been borrowed from Machine Learning community8 and transferred to DLs
ontologies in data sets from [20]. All data sets from these concept learning sys-
tems will be used in the evaluation of the proposed approach. There are two main
challenges in these benchmarks. First of all, most of the ontologies are expressed
in expressive DLs, and solutions of a learning problem is not expressible by an
EL-concept description. Secondly, the second aim of this research is to have a
scalable learning framework which these data sets are not applicable since the
largest ontology has less than a million ABox assertions. Therefore, the LUMB
benchmark9 will be used to work on millions of ABox assertions. Some concept
definitions will be removed from the TBox, then the proposed concept learning
system will be applied to learn these missing concepts, and learned definitions
are compared with their initial definitions. Therefore, the ‘gold standard’ for the

6 http://sourceforge.net/projects/dl-learner/files/DL-Learner/
7 http://www.di.uniba.it/⇠iannone/yinyang/
8 http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/
9 http://swat.cse.lehigh.edu/projects/lubm/
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learning problems are produced by querying the benchmark before the change.
The completeness degree of the LUMB data sets will be tuned by another data
generator [21].

As another evaluation plan, the proposed approach will be evaluated by
the SNOMED CT ontology that contains more than 300K concept names, and
around 60 role names in order to assess the scalability of the learning frame-
work. However, the SNOMED CT ontology is only included a TBox which is the
case for most of real world ontologies. Therefore, an ABox will be generated, for
example by having di↵erent instances for all concept and role names. Then the
proposed learning approach will be evaluated the same way as mentioned for the
LUMB ontology by removing some definitions from the original ontology. There
is also a general way of evaluating ontology learning [7], which those di↵erent
metrics as quantitative evaluations will be employed in the evaluation plan.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, the concept learning problem is described to introduce its possible
application in ontology enrichment. Then, two di↵erent approaches are presented
for concept learning in light-weight description logics in Section 4 and Section 5.
The preliminary results obtained on a small data set are encouraging which will
lead to an improvement of the prototypical system to build a scalable learner. A
fundamental tool to check the correctness of a learned concept definition is an
instance checking system, subsequently an instance query answering system will
be deployed in the proposed approach. Future work includes an implementation
of the proposed approach in Section 5, as well as evaluating the scalability and
e�ciency of the proposed learning framework as mentioned in Section 6.
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Abstract. The increasing availability of massive mobile phone call data
records (CDR) has opened new opportunities for analyzing and under-
standing real-life social phenomena and human dynamics. In order to
better interpret this enormous amount of data it is useful to contextu-
alize them with information about the circumstances under which they
has been generated. Nowadays, linked open data initiative provide ac-
cess to a huge amount of geo-time referenced knowledge about territory
and events that happen in the territory. These informations can be used
to characterize the aforementioned context. The aim of this Ph.D is to
investigate on the intercorrelations between CDR, contexts, and human
behaviors. The ultimate goal is to build a stochastic model, that can be
used to predict semantic (qualitative) behavioral patterns on the basis of
CDR tra�c and context and identify and explain anomalous situations
on the basis of deviations from standard CDR patterns.

Keywords: telecommunication dataset, stream-data, human activity, human
behavior, semantics, ontology, machine learning, knowledge management

1 Relevancy

A huge amount of mobile phone data records (CDR) are generated every day
in tracing users phone calls, sms, web surfing, social network interactions etc.
These geo- and time-referenced data constitute an important resource of in-
formation for investigating on human behaviours. In [7, 4, 10] authors studies
individual traits, human mobilities, while [11, 13, 6, 1, 8, 3] predicts communica-
tion networks and communication patterns starting from CDR. Currently, most
of the analysis generate a quantitative description of human behaviors, pre-
sented via visual analytics techniques but they do not provide any insight at
the qualitative/semantic level. With the term “qualitative/semantic description
of human behaviour” we intend the description of human behaviors in terms
of semantically rich concepts (classes and relations of an ontology) which de-
scribe, for instance, the actions performed by a person or a group of people, the
events they attend, etc. From some pioneering attempts (see e.g.,[14, 1, 7, 4]]) it
was clear that inferring semantically rich description of human behaviors from
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pure CDR is almost impossible; It is necessary to enlarge the analysis including
relevant knowledge of the context in which CDR data are generated.

Contextual information includes environmental data (e.g., weather condi-
tions), static description of the territory (e.g., soil destination and points of
interests), public and private events (e.g., concerts, sport matches, public spon-
taneous meeting, strikes, etc) or emergency events (e.g., accidents, tra�c jams,
etc), transportation schedule, energy or water consumption, etc.

This research aims at discovering the correlations between CDR stream, con-
texts and human behaviors, and to represent these correlations in a computa-
tional stochastic model. Using these model we can realize a set of important
tasks such as: characterization of normal or exceptional events, prediction of hu-
man activities and events in certain contextual conditions (e.g., during a festival
celebration that organized in the center of a city when the weather is sunny
or rainy), semantic explanations to the calling or human activity distribution
changes. A first attempt to create such a model has been presented in [12]4

within the Orange ”Data for Development” challenge [2]. In this paper, after
presenting some related work in Section 2 we describe the main thesis objec-
tive and the methodology (sections 3–6). Finally, we summarize the preliminary
results and the evaluation plan and future research works (Section 8,9).

2 Related Work

The analysis of CDR by new methodologies proposed by the researchers has
made great progress in the areas such as emergency response, city and transport
planning, tourism and events analysis, population statistics, health improvement,
economic indicators, so on [9, 2, 15, 5].

A social response to the events, in particular, behavior changes have been
studied by J.P.Bagrow et al [7]. The authors explored a social response to ex-
ternal perturbations such emergency (bombing, plane crash, earthquake, black-
out) and non emergency (festival, concert) events in order to identify real-time
changes in communication and mobility patterns. The result show that under
extreme conditions the level of communications radically increased right after
the emergency events occur and it has long term impacts.

In [4] Calabrese et al analyzed the mobility traces of user groups with the
objective of discovering standard mobility patterns associated to special events.
In particular, this work analyses a set of anonymized traces of the users in
Boston metropolitan area during a number of selected events that happened in
the city. A result of such an analisys is that users who live close to an event
are preferentially interested in that event. Similarly, Furletti et al [1] analyzes
human motion associated to specific human profiles; commuter, resident, in-
transit and tourist. Users are classified by a neural network, called self organizing
map in one of these profiles, and the result is that the percentage of resident was
compatible with the customer statistics provided by the Telecom operator. The
short-ranged temporal profiles like commuter and in-transit are significantly vary

4 http://perso.uclouvain.be/vincent.blondel/netmob/2013/D4D-book.pdf
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and distinguishable than the larger extent profiles like resident. This analysis has
been done in the city of Pisa and from the users temporal profile they identified
a peak that was caused by the earthquake emergency.

Regarding the idea of collecting contextual information in the mobile phone
data analysis, we propose, the similar work has been done by Phithakkitnukoon
et al [14]. In this work, geographical information (Point of Interest) are collected
using pYsearch (Python APIs for Y! search services) from a map. They anno-
tated the POIs with four type of activities; eating, recreational, shopping and
entertainment. The authors analyzed human activity patterns (i.e., sequence
of area profiles visited by users) correlating to geographical profiles. Bayesian
method is used to classify the areas into crisp distribution map of activities,
which enables the activity pattern extraction of the users. The results shows
that the users who share the same work profile follow the similar daily activity
patterns. But not only these area profiles can explain the mobility of these users
and the enlargement of activity or event taxonomy in those areas can enable the
classicaions of these activity patterns.

3 Problem Statement

In this research, we are interested in analyzing the CDR in order to discover high
level human behavioral patterns that can be described in qualitative/semantic
terms. In other words, we generate a semantic description of human behaviors

in certain situations when the mobile network events (phone call, sms, internet
connections etc) are occurred. A semantic description of human behaviors is a
representation of the behaviors of a single person, the behaviors of a group of
people or of the events that happen in the human society, in terms of concepts
and relations of an ontology describing human behaviors and events. An ex-
ample of semantic description of human behaviors is the fact that “a person is
performing some specific actions” (e.g., working, shopping, hiking), or the fact
that “certain events are happening in a certain area” (e.g., a car accident, a train
suddenly stops in the middle of nowhere, etc.)

To infer these types of information about human behaviors from the CDR,
we need to complement these data with contextual information, which describe
the context where the mobile network events are occurred. The context is a pair
hl, ti where l is a location (= geographical area) and t is a time interval. For
every context hl, ti from one or more knowledge repository we can extract Kl,t

which is a knowledge base describing this context. Kl,t ⌘ Ol [ El,t i.e., it is the
union of the objects which are nearby the location l (point of interests), and
the events which take place nearby l at time around t. Every element of Ol is a
pair hpoi, wi where w 2 [0, 1] is a weight that expresses the closeness of poi to l.
Every element of El,t is a pair he, wi with w 2 [0, 1], expresses how close to l and
t is the event. Examples of POIs are buildings, roads, natural points, shops, etc.,
examples of events are weather phenomena (rain, snow, etc.) or social events,
like concerts, strikes, tra�c jams, etc. For every context, from the knowledge
repository about the context, we can derive Al,t which are the most probable
human activities in the context hl, ti. Every element of Al,t is a pair ha,wi where
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w 2 [0, 1] is a weight that expresses the likelihood of a parson performing the
activity a in the context hl, ti. Examples of the activities are working, studying,
shopping, attending in a concert, travelling by car, etc

Making use of the knowledge repository about contexts, we enrich the CDR
with human activities and events. Contextually enriched CDR can be exploited
to analyse and evaluate call patterns associated to human activities and events.
A call pattern is a quantitative model that describes the ”normal” behaviour of a
communication in a certain class of contexts. An example of a call pattern is the
function that associates the number of calls done by people before, during, and
after a particular event (e.g., a football match, or a concert). Another example
of call pattern (also called interaction pattern) describe the number of calls
between a pair of locations before, during one particular time of the working
day. A third example of call pattern (also called mobility pattern) describes
the number of user displacement from one location to another. Call patterns
describes the normal behavior patterns. Comparing call pattern with the actual
calls allows us to identify divergent and exceptional behaviors and context allows
us to characterize such behaviors (e.g., o↵ering explanations for these behaviors)
and the prediction of similar patterns.

4 Research Questions

A more concrete formulation of the research questions are presented below. The
questions are posed to discover the correlations between CDR stream contexts
and human behaviors and to represent these correlations in a computational
model, that can be queried to obtain the following informations:

RQ1 What are the correlations between contexts and human behaviors? What are

the most probable action that a person is doing in a given context?

RQ2 What are the correlations between contexts and CDR? What is the normal

call frequency pattern in a specific context (where a context can be, a type of

area, an event, a time of the day etc..)?

RQ3 What are the correlations between call frequency and human behaviors? What

is the call frequency pattern of people while performing certain actions?

To achieve the answers for these core questions, we need to engage the pre-
liminary challenges in linking the data coming from di↵erent datasources and
real-time knowledge reasoning and pattern recognition in streaming data from
the view of computational and conceptual perspectives.

5 Hypotheses

The main hypothesis to this Ph.D research work is to characterize a human
behavior that represented in the form of call frequency pattern as it is connected
to the semantics of human activities or events in a certain context. The multi-
classification of these human behaviors recognizes the situation changes that
engaged in the context (e.g., when the weather is sunny or rainy in a certain
location and time). This improves the prediction task of human behaviors.
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6 Methodology

We organize the work for the semantic interpretation of human behavior in
mobility based on the merge of mobile network data stream and the geo and
time referred available background knowledge in the following phases:

1. The starting point is a characterization of the territory with the human
activities and events that can be performed in any location of an area and
at any time of a day. This phase is intended to answer the RQ1 described in
Section 4.

2. On the basis of the correlation obtained in phase one, we annotate mobile
phone network events with the human activities or events and then extract
the semantic behaviors determining the typical calling patterns that associ-
ated to various typical activities or events. This answers the RQ2,3.

3. The result of the second phase can be used to explain the possible or anoma-
lous actions and situations in real-time, when the call activity sensibly devi-
ates from the standard call activity associated to a known context.

6.1 Geographical Area characterization

We characterize the territory with contextual information in which mobile net-
work events are occurred, in order to model the relation between human activities
and contexts. All the possible contextual information can be retrieved through
the employment of online and o✏ine techniques in information retrieval and text
mining, probability inference and those information can be scored in order to
determine the importance. The example of contextual information include mo-
bile cell covereage map, POIs distribution, social event distribution and domain
statistical data about demography, ethnography, energy or water consumption,
so on. The allocation of contextual information to each context enables analysis
and identification of the possible human activities or events associated with a
likelihood which expresses a probability of the activity that could be performed
by the users. For example, an area which contains mostly about highway and
if there is an accident on the highway, the probable event is a tra�c jam while
people are performing an action, ”travelling by car”. For modelling the relation
between contexts and human activities, we propose two steps; (1) an ontologi-
cal model that describes the concepts and the relations between the ontologies
of human activities and knowledge about contexts, under the expert knowl-
edge derived from surveys, crowdsourcing and domain experts (2) a stochastic
behavior prediction model that predicts the possible top-k activities or events
associated with a likelihood that could be performed in each context. The ap-
proach quantifies the correlation between contexts and human activities through
uncertain probabilistic modeling techniques such as Probabilistic Boolean Net-
works, Markov Logic Networks, Bayesian Networks. The approach can enable a
further consideration of the OWL language extensions with the probability of
the activities or events in order to do reasoning with OWL for the prediction.
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6.2 Extraction of Semantic Behavioral Patterns

On the basis of the previous association, context! human activities, in this step,
we propose a semantic behavioral analysis model that annotates the CDR to the
most probable actions/events that happening when the phone calls are localized
in the territory. By adapting the state of the art techniques of behavioral call fre-
quency pattern extraction in the area of mobile phone data analysis, we extract a
standard type of call frequency patterns about human mobility, communication
and interaction patterns that annotated with the human activities/events. The
extracted semantic behavioral patterns are classified into certain types based on
the similarity metrics of the call frequency patterns which characterized with the
contextual knowledge, making use of classification techniques such as Logistic
regression, Naive bayes, Perceptron, SVM, and novel classifier fusion methods so
on. The classifcation results are stored into a behavioral decision tree repository
in each area. This explains the correlation between CDR and contexts as well as
human activities or events. Example of semantic behavioral pattern is attending
in a concert can be vary depends on the weather condition, geographical location
and the events that could be occurred at the same time, so on.

6.3 Forecast of the CDR stream in Real-time

Exploiting those models in real-time, we will forecast the CDR stream in the
given territory to explain the possible or anomalous actions and situation changes
in real-time. We adapt algoritms which operate in online and incremental fusion
such as streaming linked data framework, C-SPARQL that will propose online
techniques for annotating the semantic labels of contextual information that de-
scribed in the form of Linked Open Data with the call frequency patterns in
CDR stream. The CDR stream can be transformed into RDF stream and the
reasoning of the stream can be done. The observed call frequency patterns are
analysed and reasoned comparing to the classification of semantic behavioral
patterns that stored in the behavioral desicion tree repository in each area. This
enables identification and prediction of standard or anomalous type of behav-
iors in real-time o↵ering semantic explanations to the CDR stream. The new
discovered behaviors can be learned to the behavioral desicion tree repositories.

7 Reflections

This Ph.D research work is intended to develop a novel model that deepens the
analysis of the CDR through machine learning approaches and logical semantics
considering a wide range of contextual features in each context where mobile
network events occur. This could provide an extensive overview to the CDR and
that could be interpreted in qualitative terms.

8 Evaluation Plan

An evaluation will be divided according to each phase of the methodology that
described in Section 6:
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Phase1 At the first phase, we evaluate the model that quantifies and qualifies the
correlation between human acivities and contexts based on user data (ground
truth) we have collected through a web or mobile phone application, about
daily activities that performed in various areas of the territory and in di↵er-
ent times of a day. We choose several cities as use case in order to do compar-
ative analysis. The preliminary evaluation has been done. In this evaluation,
the model charaterizes every context of the mobile network events in the
Trento city, Italy with the possible human activities that extracted from a
geo-referenced datasource, OpenstreetMap. By collecting user-feedback, we
obtained 70.89% of overal accuracy, and 61.95% of overal accuracy among
the top-5 activities.

Phase2 At this phase, the evaluation is concentrated in the correlation between CDR
and contexts as well as human activities. We use a sample CDR dataset
(training, test) that covers particular events and festivals, concerts, etc that
selected for the evaluation. In training dataset, the semantic behavioral pat-
terns are extracted and classified into certain types.. The test dataset is used
to measure the accuracy of the performance of the classfication model for
predicting semantic behavioral patterns considering the call frequency pat-
terns associated with similar events, festivals and concerts, etc. We compare
the results in di↵erent cities.

Phase3 We concentrate in the real-time analysis of the CDR stream to evaluate
the performance of identification and prediction of possible or anomalous
actions and situations in real-time. We use the training dataset which used
in Phase2 in order to use the semantic behavioral patterns for identification
and prediction of actions in the CDR stream. We evaluate the resuls with a
help of domain experts.

9 Preliminary Results and Conclusion

In this paper, we presented the Ph.D work aimed at understanding the correla-
tions between CDR, human behaviors, and contexts in a computational model.
To understand these correlations from quantitative data (CDR), we comple-
ment contextual information in order to describe the context where a phone call
is done. Our methodology which addresses these problems is divided into three
core phases 1) geographical area characterization 2) extraction of semantic be-
havioral patterns 3) forecast of the CDR stream in real-time. At the first phase
of the evaluation, we obtained 70.89% of overal accuracy, and 61.95% of overal
accuracy among the top-5 activities.

Next step of this Ph.D work is to enrich the geographical area characteriza-
tion making use of various type of geo/time-referenced contextual information
available on the web sites such as environmental data about weather condition,
and public and private events about festivals and concerts and emergency events
about accident or strike and some other domain statistical data about energy
consumption, so on. We organize a wide range of evaluation for this model, in-
volving as many as participants who can share their daily activities. On the
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basis of this model, we will work on the following phases; extraction of semantic
behavioral patterns and forecast of the CDR stream in real-time that will allow
us to determine semantically rich heterogeneous (normal or anomalous) human
behaviors in real-time.
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Abstract. A relevant kind of task, which is getting more and more
attention in the recent years, is the selection of the most relevant elements
in a number of data collections, e.g., the opinion leaders given a set of
topics, the best hotel o�ers, and the best cities to live in. At the moment
the problem is addressed through ad-hoc solutions tailored on the target
scenario, setting up infrastructures able to manage the expected data
loads. Even if these solutions work, they could start to have problems
when the data volume, velocity and variety increase. In my research
activity I will study the problem of computing the top k relevant items
given a collection of data sets with both streaming and static data, an
ontology describing them, and a set of top-k queries where each scoring
function describes the relevance as a combination of several criteria.

1 Introduction

Relevancy. Big Data are characterized by the so-called three Vs [1]: volume
(high amount of data), velocity (highly dynamic in data) and variety (data
with structural and semantic heterogeneity). When those data are analysed and
queried, it often happens that there is a huge number of answers, but only a
small part of them is relevant (on the basis of some criteria). Let’s consider, for
example, Expedia1: it processes travel solutions and it provides as search result
the top k results (i.e., the first result page) ordered by a set of user-provided
criteria. In most of the cases, users find the solution they are looking for in the
first page, without moving to the next ones. The input data used by Expedia can
be described through the Big Data dimensions2. Variety is given by the fact that
data are related to di�erent domains (flight companies, hotels, and car rental
services), are gathered by several sources and have to be integrated. Velocity is a
critical dimension for the Expedia service: availability and price of flight tickets
and hotel rooms are dynamic and the quality of the returned results is strictly
ı This research is developed under the supervision of Professor Emanuele Della Valle.
1 Cf. http://www.expedia.com

2 Even if the whole data computation process is not made by Expedia and there are
intermediate data providers (e.g., Amadeus), I consider this process as executed by
a black box system to highlight the features of the data.
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dependent on it. Finally, data about about flights, hotels and car rental have
relevant volumes.

Even if Expedia does not have Big Data problems (its infrastructure is able
to cope with the data it processes), a system like Expedia that pushes further
the aforementioned input data dimensions (e.g., use more domains and more
dynamic data) could have problems in maintaining the quality of the supplied
services. The main goal of my research is the development of methodologies and
algorithms for computing top k results (ordered by a given criteria) in a Big
Data scenario.

In the last decade, the research activities in this domain have addressed
di�erent sub-problems: the finding the most relevant elements can be expressed
through top-k queries, i.e., queries that asks for the top k tuples from a dataset,
given an order expressed through a scoring function [2]; the velocity is addressed
by stream computation and on-line streaming algorithms to process data in real
time [3]; data variety and data access can be addressed through ontologies to
obtain an holistic view on heterogeneous data sets, exploiting the Ontology Based
Data Access (OBDA) approach [4].

How to combine these methods and techniques is an open research issue: RDF
stream engines [5], top-k ontological query answering [6] and top-k computation
over data streams [7] are examples of novel research trends that are gathering
more and more attention in the recent years. In my activity I will study how
those elements can be combined in order to e�ciently perform data analyses in
a Big Data context.

Problem Statement. Figure 1 depicts the framework I will consider to probe
the problem presented above. Data are gathered from collections of data sets D
and data streams S. The data model is described by an ontology M, and the
information needs are defined through a set Q of continuous queries, containing
a subset K of top-k continuous queries. The problem I investigate in my activity
is how to optimize the query answering in this setting.

It is worth to note that the existence of a set Q of queries is not a stretch:
in stream processing applications is common to develop network of queries [8],
where each query produces streams and consumes outputs of other queries.

The remaining of the paper is structured in the following way: Section 2
describes the related works; Section 3 presents the research questions and the
relative hypotheses that will drive my research activity. Section 4 describe the
approach I follow to test the hypotheses and Section 5 ends with some final
considerations.

2 Related work

The raising of data stream sources introduced new problems about how to man-
age, process and query infinite sequences of data with high frequency rate. Two
proposed approach are the Data Stream Management Systems (DSMSs) and
Complex Event Processors (CEPs) [3]: the firsts transform data streams in times-
tamped relations (usually through the window operator) to be processed with
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Fig. 1. Elements involved in the problem.

well known techniques such as algebras [8]; the seconds look for patterns in the
streams to identify when complex events occur [9]. Recently, those paradigms
have been studied by the Semantic Web community, that come out with dif-
ferent relevant results. On the one hand, the DSMS model inspired the design
and the development of C-SPARQL [10], SPARQLstream [11] and CQELS [12].
On the other hand, the CEP model inspired the EP-SPARQL [13] system. RDF
stream engines are at the basis of my research: they are the first step towards
data streams and ontologies3.

A parallel topic that joins Semantic Web and Stream Processing is the exe-
cution of reasoning tasks over data streams. The work in [14] proposes a method
to solve reasoning tasks over an ontology stream (i.e., a sequence of timestamped
ontologies). The work in [15] focuses explicitly on the ontological query answer-
ing in RDF stream processors: it proposes an algorithm, inspired to DRed [16],
to incrementally maintain the ontological entailment of the content of a window.
The approach is data-driven, and the entailment is updated when the window
slides.

The top-k query answering problem has been widely studied in the Data
Base Management System area [2]: the general idea is to extend the algebras
introducing top-k related operators as first-class citizens, and to provide physical
operators able to determine the top k tuples, ordered by a given criteria, without
scanning the whole dataset.

Top-k query over data streams and top-k ontological query answering are
research trends in an initial stage. [7] is one of the first works focusing on how to
maintain a top-k answer over a stream. Regarding the top-k ontological query
answering, SPARQL-RANK [17] proposes an extension of SPARQL to optimize
3 In the following, with RDF stream engines I will indicate the RDF stream engines

following the DSMS paradigm.
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the top-k query answering; anyway, the approach works only under the RDF
entailment regime. SoftFacts [18] is a top-k retrieval system that uses an ontology
layer to manage the conceptual model (using OWL-QL as ontological language),
and relational database systems to store and query the data.

3 Assumptions, research questions and hypotheses

The operational semantics of RDF stream engines such as C-SPARQL, CQELS
and SPARQLstream) can be described by the model proposed by Stream and
CQL [8], and depicted in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. General model of a continuous SPARQL query

The query answering process can be represented in three logical steps. First,
the input RDF streams are transformed in sets of mappings (using SPARQL
algebra terminology) through the S2R operators4, usually sliding windows. The
resulting sets of mappings and data from static data sets are transformed in a
new set of mappings through a R2R operator, (the boolean expression part of
the query, compliant with SPARQL 1.1/1.0). Finally a R2S operator converts
the mappings in the output stream.

The reasoning technique in [15] works on the window operator: it uses the
ontology M, the window content and the static data to compute the materializa-
tion. The latter is then used as input by the R2R operator. This materialization
method works under some assumptions:

– TBox assertions are not in the input stream;
– the input of the query is one window over one stream (and optionally static

data sets);
4 I maintain the operators’ names as defined by CQL: S2R (stream-to-relation), R2R

(relation-to-relation) and R2S (relation-to-stream).
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– the same statement cannot be in both the input stream and the static data.

At the beginning of my research these assumptions hold, and I plan to investigate
if they can be relaxed (in particular the second and the third ones).

Additionally, I make an assumption on the static data sets: they are available
in the first or the secondary memory of the machine that execute the query.
Top k algorithms need fast accesses to the data sources, and the problem of
designing algorithms to execute top k queries over remote repositories (exposed
via SPARQL endpoints) is out of scope in my activity.

Research questions. Starting from the problem statement and exploiting the
RDF stream engine paradigm presented above, I define the following research
questions:

Q.1 In RDF stream processors the query are registered before the arrival of the
data, and they provide sequence of time ordered results depending on the
content of the windows. How can these facts be exploited to: 1) design more
e�cient algorithms and 2) improve the expressiveness of the ontological
language used to define the ontology M?

Q.2 The queries in Q are translated in a set of logical plans (algebras) and then
in physical plans to be executed. How the topology of the query network,
the model M, and the scoring functions defined by the top-k queries in K
can be used to optimize the plans?

The two questions aim at probing the optimization of the query answering pro-
cess by two di�erent points of view. Question Q.1 focuses on how stream process-
ing engines manages the queries: the queries in Q are registered in the system
before the data arrive, and each query is evaluated multiple times on di�erent
portions of the input streams. Question Q.2 takes into account the query plans
optimization, and in particular how the ontology M and the scoring functions in
top-k queries K can be used to improve the logical plans and the physical plans
of the queries.

Hypotheses. In the attempt to investigate the answers for these research ques-
tions, I formulated a set of hypotheses that will lead my activity. Regarding the
question Q.1, the hypotheses are:

H.1.1 The available stream reasoning techniques can be extended to work with
queries with multiple windows.

H.1.2 The available stream reasoning techniques can be optimized when there
are multiple queries.

H.1.3 Due to the fact that both the conceptual model and the query are fixed, it
is possible to improve the expressiveness of the ontological language used
to define M, maintaining the query answering problem over data streams
treatable.

H.1.4 It is possible to move from a purely data-driven approach (i.e., materi-
alization) to a hybrid query-driven and data-driven approach (i.e., query
rewriting and materialization) to improve the memory consumption and
the response time.
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The four hypotheses are related to the query answering process and how it can
be improved. Stream reasoning technique in [15] assumes the existence of one
window (and optionally a static data source): with hypothesis H.1.1 I want to
verify if and under which conditions it is possible to relax this constraint. The
hypothesis H.1.2 test if, given the set Q of queries, it is possible to make synergies
and do not maintain |Q| materializations separately. Hypothesis H.1.3 is related
to the expressiveness of the ontological language: the technique presented in [15]
works on RDFS+, but it could be possible to extend it to support more expressive
languages. Finally, through the hypothesis H.1.4, I want to test if in the stream
context it is possible to exploit the query registration process to rewrite the
query using M, reducing the memory consumption of the materialization and
the time required to maintain it.

In parallel, I aim to probe the question Q.2 through the study of the following
hypotheses:

H.2.1 Exploiting the network of queries, it is possible to optimize the query
plans in RDF stream engines.

H.2.2 The presence of M and K allows to optimize the query plans at logical
level.

H.2.3 It is possible to exploit M and K to design physical operators that perform
faster.

In this set of hypotheses I focus on the optimization of the query plans. In stream
processing engines, such as Aurora [19], groups of query plans are optimized; in
hypothesis H.2.1 I want to test if optimization techniques for stream processing
engines can be applied and extended to RDF stream engines. Hypothesis H.2.2
and H.2.3 aim at testing that the ontology M and the top-k queries K enable
optimizations in the query plans (respectively at logical and physical level).

Reflections. The problem I am going to investigate is the optimization of
continuous ontology-based top-k query answering. As explained above, even if
sub-problems are addressed, at the best of my knowledge there are no results
that address this problem. I think that the main reason is that methods and
instruments at the basis of this activity have lacked until some time ago. For
example, RDF stream processing engine and stream reasoning topics are novel
and open research trends, and the research groups of these fields put the most
of the e�ort in principles and foundation definitions. I believe that these results
compose a solid basis to build my research activity in the next years.

4 Research Plan

Approach. My research starts from a deep state-of-the-art analysis on data
management and description logic fields; some relevant results are presented in
Section 2. In parallel, there will be the identification of a set of use cases, to
determine a set of real problems from which elicit the requirements that will
lead my activities. At the moment I am considering a social listening scenario:
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the idea is to analyse social networks data and mobile phone records to extract
knowledge.

The next step of my activity is the design of the evaluation framework and
the evaluation metrics. Even if some hypotheses will be investigated through a
theoretical approach, others will require an empirical approach. As consequence,
it is important to define this tool from the beginning: it allows to measure the
progresses of the activity and to evaluate the experiments.

As result of the state of the art analysis, the requirements elicitation and the
evaluation framework definition, there will be an environment to support the
core activity of my research, the tests of the hypotheses. I will follow a three-
step plan. In the first step, I will focus on the hypotheses related to question
Q.1, and consequently on continuous ontological query answering over multiple
streams. In this phase the top-k element is missing: at the moment the research
on top-k query answering is more mature than the one on inference over data
streams, so I believe it is necessary to work on the latter before studying the
synergies between them. In the second step, I will target Q.2, through the test
of the relative hypotheses. Finally, in the third step I will bring together the
results obtained. The output of each step will be a set of approaches, supported
by prototypes to prove their feasibility and to evaluate them.

Evaluation Plan As explained in the previous section, an evaluation framework
is required since the first steps of my activity. The metrics I aim at defining are
related to the following dimensions: response time (the time required to compute
the answers of the query), memory consumption, and correctness of the results.

In the previous months I started to work on the design of the evaluation
framework. The starting point was the analysis of benchmarks for RDF stream
processors. At the moment, at the best of my knowledge, there are two available
benchmarks: SRBench [20] and LSBench [21]. The two works address di�erent
features of the RDF stream processors, such as the degree of SPARQL 1.1 adop-
tion, the time performance and the throughput. A feature that has not been
investigated yet is the correctness of the results provided RDF stream engines.
I started to work on this aspect, and [22] reports some initial considerations.
The most relevant one is that the available operational semantics of the RDF
stream engines are not enough to model the di�erent behaviours shown by the
systems. As consequence, I am contributing in defining a framework to validate
the results provided by the system.

5 Conclusion

In the next years, the Big Data market will grow [23], and, as consequence,
approaches and methodologies to manage, process and extract knowledge will
become more and more important. The problem I am going to investigate is the
optimization of the top k elements retrieval task in a context characterized by
heterogeneous and massive data streams. I presented the research questions and
the hypotheses that will lead the activity, and the plan I will follow to address
them.
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Abstract. This project supports application for a practice-based [4] PhD
by Peter Goodall. The project will produce a system architecture and
proof-of-concept laboratory implementation to model, instrument, pro-
totype, and evaluate the e!ectiveness of several alternate system de-
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Depending on available resources, the laboratory may also be used to
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weaknesses of various approaches tried by others, and a reflection on the
usefulness of the system resulting from innovative work of this project.
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1 Problem Description

Each living human community, small or large, cultural, scientific or commer-
cial has its characteristic evolving shared nomenclature which enables discussion
and action involving entities and activities important to that community. Fur-
ther, communities that interact or exchange information with each-other require
intersecting terminologies.

Ontology is the concept which encompasses terminology with its meanings
and mechanisms. Ontology has philosophical and computational streams of inter-
est to this project: Philosophical Ontology has been described as ‘that branch of
metaphysics concerned with the nature or essence of being or existence’ [17]. Its
modern child - Computational Ontology can be described as ‘a conceptualization
of some universe of discourse, embodied as a declarative formal abstraction’[14].

This project is motivated by observation of a contradiction between the cura-
torial and cultural perspectives of an Australian Research Council Linkage Grant
(now inactive) which I project-managed - known as ‘The Virtual Museum of the
Pacific’[10,9] (no longer active).

The Cultural Collections section of our project partner - The Australian Mu-
seum, has over many decades iterated through developing or adopting controlled



vocabularies for cataloging their Pacific Collection. They currently use a concise
in-house taxonomy for very practical reasons.

While preparing for the launch of the project web-site, we spent time working
with representatives of some Pacific communities. They were concerned that the
collection taxonomy had little relationship with their own way of describing their
artifacts within the collection.

Both the cultural and curatorial ontologies struggled to be e!ective in the
context of the collection. Both the curatorial sta! and cultural owners were
experts in the conceptualization of their particular perspectives of the collection,
and both need aid in ongoing development of terms to suit their both separate
and overlapping needs.

My project goal is to research and develop systems for exploring ontologies
computationally emergent from technically-informal community annotation.

2 Relevancy

This project has both social and commercial relevancy:
Social - many communities of commitment or interest [21,11] not equipped

or resourced to create formal ontologies for curating their physical and electronic
artifacts, even though their members are the primary domain experts of those
communities.

Commercial - because nearly every modern large-scale electronic market or
business, has a shortage of technical experts to formally classify objects and data
for cataloging and recommendation.

Both of these application areas could greatly benefit from further develop-
ment of categorization generated from community or customer based annotation.

3 Related Work

Eleanor Rosch and others, in a number of seminal papers [18,19] developed
the notions of Basic Categories and Prototype Theory, prosecuting the idea
that there are a number of fundamental levels of category that have a degree
of coherence amongst end-users. This experimental work inspires some confi-
dence in community labeling of objects being used to produce derivable category
structure. More recently work on the Rational Model of Categorization and the
Feature Induction Model examined by Sanborn [20] show promise for inferring
categories from user tags.

The work of Cimiano and colleagues [6,7] provides a theoretical and practical
resource for generating Formal Concept Lattices for adaption to work done in our
Virtual Museum of the Pacific project and its Formal Concept Analysis-based
navigation and tagging [8].

Mika [15] provides an extended ontology tripartite hypergraph model, split-
ting the hypergraph into three bipartite graphs associating actors with concepts,
concepts with instances and actors with instances. These bipartite graphs are



then folded using matrix operations to create various useful a"liation networks,
whose properties are used to develop lightweight ontologies demonstrated via a
number of case-studies.

A data-model for capture, archiving and processing of user tagging events
requires some thought. A user labels an object while engaged in some cognitive
context, the person chooses a symbol relevant to that context as a reminder
of the concept from that context. Some investigation of processes and schools
of Semiotics [5,16] leads to a semiotic triad augmented with a time-stamp and
some flexible metadata.

The time-trace of these tags bears an interesting a"nity with Dynamic Topic
Modeling and Topic Hierarchies [2,3,12] - an approach for incremental discovery
of hierarchic categories which appears worth investigating.

As noted in the Problem Description of this overview, development of cate-
gory systems by domain experts who are not ontologists is discouraged by the
complexity of traditional approaches. This complexity is reflected in the soft-
ware tools readily available. Protege [13] is an example of a quality open-source
ontology development system, many others are available in various states of
development usage and repair [1] .

4 Research Questions

1. How to model simple hierarchies of community generated categories?
2. What is the relationship between community and classification?
3. Are time-based data-sets available which demonstrate category drift within

a community over time?
4. How much information external to the tagging discourse is required for an

ontology to emerge?
5. Is emergence as a computational model valid?
6. How to represent collections of tagging events in a way that is simple and

e!ective, yet consistent with relevant semiotic theory?
7. How to model requirements for selecting suitable experimental datasets and

feeds
8. How to access and transform datasets/feeds for ingestion into the system,

and select appropriate tool-sets for this?
9. How to represent and derive ontologies from tagging event streams?
10. Which formal models of tags and ontologies are suitable for incremental and

bulk computation?
11. Define a system architecture for processing, interaction, and visualization.

5 Hypotheses

These hypotheses are still very much under development.

1. Basic-level ontologies can be computationally emergent from a suitably an-
notated tagging event stream. The emergent ontologies will be judged useful
by the annotating community.



2. Ontologists or curators working in the domain of a community’s emergent
ontologies (as derived above) will judge those ontologies to be useful to their
work.

3. A proof of concept technical work-bench/tool-chain can be constructed from
Free and Open Source Software (FOSS) and reasonably generic cloud com-
puting resources, which can be used to e!ectively experiment with extraction
of latent categories in tagging discourses.

4. Cohesiveness of a subject domain’s community of interest corresponds to the
coherence of the vocabulary used when tagging objects from that domain.

5. A cohesive community of interest tagging their domain of interest, will pro-
duce a stream of tagging events whose latent categorizations will converge
into a set of basic and superordinate categories [19], which are recognized as
useful by that community.

6. A tagging event data-set with a long-enough time-base will demonstrate
temporal drift of its latent categories.

7. Scalable algorithms can be found to derive basic and superordinate categories
incrementally from suitable annotation event streams.

6 Approach

1. Literature Survey - Research literature to understand
– the fundamental relationships between semiotics, classification, commu-

nity, crowd-sourcing, folksonomy.
– computational topics - such as Formal Concept Analysis, ontology ex-

traction from text, functional programming, analysis packages such as
R, Incanter and Pandas.

2. Characterize and discover suitable data-sets. It is important to find, where
possible, suitable existing data-sets for testing hypotheses before committing
to the expense and di"culty of user-testing.
– There are a number of ad-hoc web-sites indicating the existence of pos-

sibly suitable data-sets, many of these sites are out-of-date or informally
curated.

– Formal experimental data-set registries are being actively implemented.
These also need characterization and selection to find examples suitable
for this project.

– Stream based data-feeds of tagging events are particularly desirable, es-
pecially if the same sources have archives of their data-feeds.

3. Identify end-user communities that have an interest in curation of their sub-
ject areas. Although very disappointing, strong advice that the di"culty of
progressing an ethnographic project through ethics committee process has
caused me to design experiments using contemporary western user domains.
I am still expecting to use members of some communities of interest - where
groups have overlapping domains but divergent interests.

4. Perform preliminary processing of data-sets to refine technical approach and
use that to inform further development of my thesis. I expect to iterate
through this cycle several times.



5. Once algorithms for deriving categorizations latent in the test data-streams
are performing adequately it will be feasible to begin on user-interface devel-
opment and visualization. I expect to base the display and tagging interface
for end-users on the The Virtual Museum of the Pacific, and iteratively
evolve it from that base.

6. Once an end-user user-interface is working under informal testing, finaliza-
tion of user-testing strategy should be developed. Resources such as Amazon
Mechanical Turk will probably be used for scalable user-testing.

7. Finalize the system architecture for the experimental work-bench. At this
stage of the project I should have su"cient knowledge of the characteristics
of data-sets, user-iteration and analysis tools to perform this task with some
confidence. Initially I am strongly motivated to use FOSS where practicable,
and to implement the system so that it can be scaled by moving from a
Linux-based workstation onto a cloud platform.

8. Complete the thesis and package the system for archiving.

7 Reflections

I don’t regard my possible success as a sign of failure of others, rather I hope
to answer a variant requirement with my own synthesis. Most of the work done
with Ontology development has been very formal, which excludes most busy
domain-experts from their development.

I hope to produce some interesting results which are a step on the way to
generating useful, evolvable user-ontologies, and that the ’workbench’ of tools I
compose will be useful to others in the field, or a good starting point for further
development.

8 Evaluation plan

There are three facets of evaluation for this project:

1. Subject domain usefulness - If a community of end-users tags objects from
their domain of interest, they should recognize the extracted categories and
rate them as useful

2. Ontologist usefulness - A working ontologist or curator should find the ex-
tracted categories useful in themselves, and in a standard format that they
can use of in their normal working environment. They should also recognize
features in the project’s developed workbench that they would like to see as
an improvement in their professional working environment.

3. Workbench deployment e!ectiveness - The running and deployment of the
work-bench should be accessible to a researcher in ontology extraction who
has a reasonable ability to maintain and configure a Linux workstation.

4. Demonstrate that relationships between annotators can be convincingly de-
duced by agent a"liation analysis from the tripartite graph of agent, object,
and annotation. Agents would need some verifiable, relevant relationship
whose description is independent of the tagging dataset.



5. Given a reasonably large tagging event stream from a particular community,
determine how well computationally emergent ontologies from that dataset
are received by that community.

6. Use temporal sliding windows to generate subsets of a large tagging event
stream as input to observe if temporal category drift is observable.

7. Demonstrate computation that generates emergent ontologies incrementally
in an environment where the whole data-set cannot be held in system RAM.
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Abstract. Nowadays, there are many natural languages on the Web,
and we can expect that they will stay there even with the development
of the Semantic Web. Though the RDF model enables structuring infor-
mation in a unified way, the resources can be described using di↵erent
natural languages. To find information about the same resource across
di↵erent languages, we need to link identical resources together. In this
paper we present an instance-based approach for resource interlinking.
We also show how a problem of graph matching can be converted into a
document matching for discovering cross-lingual mappings across RDF
data sets.

Keywords: Multilingual Mappings, Cross-Lingual Link Discovery, Cross-
Lingual RDF Data Set Linkage

1 Problem Statement

Due to the Resource Description Framework (RDF), the information on the Web
can be turned from the unstructured mass into the structured data represented
in the form of triples. The Linked Open Data (LOD) cloud containing billions
of triples is constantly growing. Since data sets are created independently, there
can be several Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs) denoting the same entity
across di↵erent RDF data sets. As a result, one needs to address the problem
of entity resolution: identify and interlink the same entity across multiple data
sources.

The RDF syntax is relatively simple and unambiguous: RDF = graph +
identifiers (labels). This is what the identification of resources can be based on.
However, this problem can become particularly di�cult when there are multi-
lingual elements in a graph as a simple string matching technique is doomed
to fail. Hence, specific Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques must be
considered.

Our research problem is to find out methods for linking the same resource
located in several RDF data sets and described in various natural languages and
study the impact of available NLP techniques on the interlinking procedure.
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2 Relevancy

Internet is a multilingual system, and we believe that it will continue to accom-
modate a diversity of natural languages despite the development of the Semantic
Web. Even though there are many resources in English, some other languages
occupy a decent portion of the Web space as well (see Internet world users by
language statistics 1). And we expect the necessity to tackle the multilingual-
ity problem to persist. There are many resources that could be interlinked. At
present, the number of languages 2 of RDF data sets amounts to 503.

The importance of cross-lingual mappings has been discussed in several works
[1–3].

Recently a Best Practices for Multilingual Linked Open Data Community
Group 3 has been created to elaborate a large spectrum of practices with regard
to multilingual LOD.

Availability of the cross-lingual links is imperative for several neighboring
research areas. For example, to overcome the problem of ontology heterogene-
ity, some research has been done on monolingual ontology integration based on
instances interlinked by owl:sameAs [4]. If owl:sameAs links could be provided
between instances expressed in di↵erent languages, other experiments on inte-
grating underlying ontologies could be conducted.

The owl:sameAs links between instances can be also valuable in other appli-
cations such as Question Answering over multilingual structured knowledge-base
[5] since a system can take advantage of the information presented in a language
di↵erent from a language that is being queried.

Thus, the growing number of data sources in RDF format with multilin-
gual labels and the importance of cross-lingual links for other Semantic Web
applications motivate our interest in cross-lingual link discovery.

3 Related Work

The problem of searching for the same entity across multiple sources has been
investigated in several research fields. In database community, it is known as
instance identification, record linkage or record matching problem. In [6], the
authors use the term ”duplicate record detection” and provide a thorough survey
on the matching techniques. Though the work done in record linkage is similar
to our research, it does not contain cross-lingual aspect and RDF semantics.

In the field of Information Retrieval (IR), within the framework of the Cross-
Language Evaluation Forum (CLEF)4, the Web People Search Evaluation Cam-
paigns (2007-2010)5 focused on the Web People Search and person name ambi-
guity on Web pages and aimed at building a system which could estimate the

1 http://www.internetworldstats.com/stats7.htm
2 http://stats.lod2.eu/languages
3 http://www.w3.org/community/bpmlod/
4 http://www.clef-initiative.eu/
5 http://nlp.uned.es/weps/weps-3
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number of referents and cluster Web pages that refer to the same individual into
one group. The research was performed on monolingual data.

Cross-lingual entity linking has been addressed in Knowledge Base Popula-
tion track (KBP2011)[7] within the Text Analysis conference. The task is to link
entity mentions in a text to a knowledge base (Wikipedia). If entity mentions
are not in KB, they should be clustered into a separate group. Experiments were
done both on monolingual (English) and cross-lingual data (Chinese to English).
Authors in [8] used both language-independent and translation-based methods.

In contrast to the research outlined above, we aim at providing insights into
the problem of cross-lingual interlinking from the point where data are already
in RDF format, and we can vary di↵erent parameters in order to determine their
impact on the interlinking operation.

In the Semantic Web, interlinking resources that represent the same real-
world object and that are scattered across multiple Linked Data sets is a widely
researched topic. Within the Data Interlinking track (IM@OAEI 2011), several
interlinking systems have been proposed [9–13]. All of the systems were eval-
uated on monolingual data sets. Recent developments have been made also in
multilingual ontology matching [14, 15].

To the best of our knowledge, there is no interlinking system specifically
designed to link RDF data sets with multilingual labels.

4 Research Questions

The goal of our work is to provide methods to link interrelated resources across
multilingual RDF data sets. For now, we restrict ourselves to owl:sameAs link
[16] as it is a classical type of link that is usually established, and it is also
important for tracking information about the same resource across di↵erent data
sources. Given two RDF data sets with URIs and literals in di↵erent natural
languages, the output will be a set of triples of type URI1 owl:sameAs URI2.

Our general research question is: To what extent is it possible to interlink
data sets in di↵erent languages? To answer this question, within the framework
that we describe in the Proposed Approach section, we need to explore which
parameters influence this task. More specifically:

1. How to represent entities from RDF graphs?

– What is the optimal distance for collecting language elements in traver-
sal?

– Is it necessary to preserve the structure of the graph in a virtual docu-
ment by weighting the path length?

2. How to make entities described in di↵erent natural languages comparable?

– What are the most appropriate Machine Translation techniques (rule-
based, statistical, hybrid)?
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– What is the impact of translating one language into another or pivot
language?

– How does the output of similarity measures vary according to the con-
text?

All these parameters will be studied with respect to specific contexts (language
pairs, data set types, amount of textual data available). We also plan to exper-
iment with graph matching techniques to see the di↵erence with a translation-
based approach. Apart from Machine Translation, we will explore techniques
used for word alignment, thesaurus-based word sense disambiguation, multilin-
gual document ranking, and mapping to multilingual lexicons.

5 Hypotheses

We introduce several hypotheses that we would like to test in our research.

1. If two URIs denote the same real-world object, the descriptions of the prop-
erties of this object should overlap with each other.

2. If descriptions are in di↵erent natural languages, then NLP techniques could
help to decrease uncertainty across a set of resources.

3. If the descriptions of an entity overlap significantly, the similarity between
them will be higher than between other entities.

4. If the degree of similarity depends on the available language context for each
entity, then the more language data there are, the better will be the matching
results.

5. If language data can be taken from two sources in RDF graph: property
names and literals; then literals are more important since they are more
informative.

6 Proposed Approach

Due to the presence of natural language terms in RDF graphs, we adopt a
language-oriented approach.

The proposed approach includes several steps (see Figure 1).

1. Given two data sets with a resource representation in di↵erent natural lan-
guage, extract language data for each URI. Thus, we create a ”virtual”
document for each URI.

2. Compare virtual documents in pairs from both sets.
3. Find the maximum similarity between two representations of the resource.
4. Establish an owl:sameAs link between the two most similar representations.

One should mind the following aspects of this approach:
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RESOURCE RESOURCE

DOCUMENT(zh) DOCUMENT(ru)

1

DOCUMENT(en)

translation

DOCUMENT(en)

2

SIMILARITY
3

owl:sameAs ?

4

Fig. 1. Linking Process. Resources are described in Chinese and Russian languages
and then translated into English.

– The idea of creating a ”virtual” document has been employed in ontology
matching [17]. The intuition of converting a graph into a document represen-
tation is that even though the taxonomy (structure) of graphs can be similar,
the possibility to distinguish between two di↵erent things and identify the
identical ones relies on their comparison. Thus, it is important to take into
account lexical elements in a graph.

– Once we have documents representing resources, we need to decide how to de-
fine similarity between these resources. Similarity between documents can be
taken for similarity between resources. Since we have documents in di↵erent
languages, we can experiment with di↵erent types of Machine Translation
(statistics-based, rule-based, hybrid). To estimate which strategy yields a
better result, we will run our system by changing the translation component
iteratively. Significant di↵erence in results may signal which translation type
is more beneficial. To enhance scalability, it would be interesting to trans-
late the whole source corpus once and not to translate each label again and
again. This would also allow for more contextual translation. The choice of
translation techniques can also depend on the language combinations, for
example, for rare languages, for which there does not exist enough parallel
corpora, dictionary-based approaches might help.

– At the resource comparison step, it is important to reduce a number of
possible comparisons for the sake of time-e�ciency. For example, only com-
parisons between certain entity types are allowed. In case of using Supervised
Machine Learning, the problem of training data is the most prominent one
since there has been no o�cial benchmark. And creating a generic training
set for a heterogeneous amount of Linked Data seems very unrealistic. Then,
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instead of training, it would be interesting to test clustering algorithms and
find appropriate parameters for identity resolution.

– There are many techniques to compute similarity. A broad overview of them
is given in [18]. We will use a vector space model [19] to represent terms in a
”virtual” document as vectors of features. The choice of particular similarity
measures is yet to investigate. When terms are in di↵erent languages, docu-
ment similarity fails. Some similarity measures perform better on long texts.
After transformation of ”virtual” document into vectors, similarity metrics
(e.g. Cosine, Euclidean) can be computed.

– A virtual document per URI shall contain language data in proximity to a
given URI. The hypothesis is that the more textual data we have to charac-
terize a resource, the easier it would be to identify the identical ones.

There are some complications as to textual data. Two scenarios are possible:

– URI can be looked up and the textual data extracted (as in case of DBpedia)
– No extra textual data are available per URI except the data in a graph itself.

To overcome this lack of context for a particular resource, we propose to
browse a graph up to n+1 hops from the URI under investigation and collect
data along the way. The data carriers are property names and literals. Thus, a
virtual document for a particular URI will be the accumulation of data gathered
during graph traversal.

This way of collecting a ”profile” for a resource entails a question: does the
di↵erence of two graph structures a↵ect the results of interlinking? On the one
hand, taking into account the success of statistical machine translation based
on statistical modelling and probabilities, the order of words is not always that
important. It would be interesting to see whether it holds for RDF interlinking as
well. On the other hand, we can try to preserve the order of collected properties
and literals in a virtual document by putting weight for each language element.
The further it is from the URI at question, the lower the weight. Term weight
can be assigned by computing termfrequency in a document or distribution of
terms across a collection of documents known as inverse documentfrequency

(IDF). Terms that appear in few documents can be discriminative with regard
to the rest of the documents. Combination of both TF x IDF is widely used in
vector space models.

Once virtual documents are collected from both graphs, the documents will
be compared and results evaluated.

7 Reflections

We believe that we can succeed in finding the solution for our research topic
because we plan to put our research on a solid foundation and combine dif-
ferent methods to achieve the task. In traditional Web, there has been much
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work done on multilingual NLP, i.e. language identification, machine transla-
tion, cross-language information retrieval. We are going to conduct series of
experiments and see what works and how we can improve what does not work.
This would allow us to preserve only the best practices and finally crystallize
a solution to the problem. The author of this research proposal is also guided
by the specialists in the domain that will contribute to the right choice of the
research direction.

8 Evaluation

Evaluation means comparing the retrieved links against some reference. Standard
measures usually serve for evaluation of an interlinking system (Precision, Recall,
F-measure). The biggest challenge for evaluating our system is the absence of
standard benchmark tests. As described in [20], there are several ways to go
about this challenge. One of them would be to rely on the existing links between
resources in DBpedia. This could be considered as a good alternative if not yet
another hurdle: the existing interlanguage links can be inaccurate [21]. So, in
our research we plan to experiment with di↵erent evaluation settings: we may
experiment only with bi-directional links and/or study transitivity in order to
ensure the correctness of test cases. The English, French, Russian versions of
DBpedia 6 and Baidu Baike in Chinese [22] will be used for our experiments.
We will also try to identify types of entities to focus on.
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Abstract. From our experience in using RDF stores as a backend for
social media streams, we pinpoint three shortcomings of current RDF
stores in terms of aggregation speed, constraints checking and large-
scale reasoning. Parallel algorithms are being proposed to scale reasoning
on RDF graphs. However the current e↵orts focus on the closure com-
putation using High Performance Computing (HPC) and require pre-
materialization of the entailed triples before loading the generated graph
into RDF stores, thus not suitable for continuously changing graphs. We
propose a hybrid approach using General-purpose Graphics Processing
Units (GPGPU) and Central Processing Units (CPU) in order to opti-
mize three aspects of RDF stores: aggregation, constraints checking, and
dynamic materialization.

1 Problem Statement

Social media graphs and streams fit naturally with the graph structure, and
the Semantic Web o↵ers the required platform to enrich, analyze and reason
about social media graphs. However from our practical experience in storing,
querying and reasoning about social media streams, we encountered the following
problems:

1.1 Loading continuous stream of data

Performing constraints checking at load time, with rdfs:domain and rdfs:range

for example, slows down adding new triples, and may result in a long queue of
triples generated from the social media streaming API, waiting to be inserted
into the graph. Turning o↵ the constraints checking, at the other hand provides
faster loading but may result in integrity violations in the graph.
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1.2 SPARQL query performance

Running time of aggregation queries raises significantly with the size of the
graph, however these aggregate functions are the most used to analyze the so-
cial media graph by queries like: ”Return the number of persons tweeting about
certain hashtag”.
Moreover, SPARQL queries with large results, such as the ones extracting men-

tions network or returning millions of tweets with certain hashtags, for instance
to calculate their sentiments, generate timeouts. Breaking down these large
queries with o↵set and limit is not of big help as o↵set requires ordered triples
and ordering big number of triples timeouts as well. This observation is partially
supported by the Berlin SPARQL benchmark [1], and discussed by the Semantic
Web community [2].

1.3 Large-scale reasoning

One of the major advantages of Semantic Web, is the ability to reason about the
data. With the Linked Data movement gaining momentum, the amount of pub-
lished RDF data is increasing significantly. And reasoning about large-scale RDF
data, became a bottleneck. Recent research e↵orts tried to scale reasoning ca-
pability by parallelizing the closure computation. Thus the entailed RDF triples
are materialized by forward-chaining reasoning. We call these approaches ”o✏ine
parallelization”, as the RDF graph needs to be generated o✏ine on a cluster or
super-computer before being loaded into an RDF store. However these o✏ine
approaches su↵er from three drawbacks:

1. Forward-chaining generates a big number of entailed triples: BigOWLIM [3],
for example, generated 8.43 billion implicit statements when loading 12.03
billion triples from the LUBM(90 000) [4] benchmark. However, not all the
generated triples are usable at query time, which imply slowing down the
RDF store by loading unusable implicit triples. That is one of the reasons
why backward and hybrid chaining are more used in RDF stores. In Back-
ward chaining, the entailments are computed at query time, and in hybrid
chaining, a small number of rules is used in forward chaining and the rest
are inferred at query time.

2. O✏ine parallelization is not practical for continuously changing graphs, as
the closure needs to be recomputed on the supercomputer and loaded again
in the RDF store whenever the graph changes. That may not be the case if
the change is only by adding new triples, but deleting triples require neces-
sarily the closure re-computation when the deleted triple a↵ect the implicit
generated triples.

3. They require HPC access and skills, as the user needs to compute the closure
on a cluster or super-computer before being able to load and interact with
the data via SPARQL.

We are particularly interested in reasoning about dynamic, i.e. continuously
changing graphs, such as the social media graphs. So the need for an ”online
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parallelization” approach that is integrated into the RDF store and does not
require previous processing of the graph.

2 Relevancy

Reasoning about large-scale and continuously changing RDF graphs, requires at
the same time an online and parallel approach.
To the best of our knowledge, GPGPU are not exploited yet to optimize RDF
stores reasoning and aggregation capabilities. Our goal is to design an RDF
store that uses a hybrid GPGPU-CPU architecture, in order to support large-
scale reasoning and optimize aggregation queries. The design should also provide
parallelization capabilities in a transparent way, so the user will interact with
the GPGPU-CPU RDF store in the same way he interacts with any CPU-only
RDF store, without the need for HPC skills.

3 Related Work

The literature contains three classes of relevant works to our proposal: the first
class is about closure computation parallelization, the second exploits GPGPU
capabilities for graphs processing and the latter is about databases optimization
using GPGPU.

3.1 Parallelization of closure computation

Three particular works will be of inspiration when designing the GPGPU-CPU
RDF store, which are: Scalable distributed reasoning using MapReduce [5],
Parallel materialization of the finite RDFS closure for hundreds of millions of
triples [6] and The design and implementation of minimal RDFS backward rea-
soning in 4store [7]. The first two fit into the ”o✏ine parallelization” category,
and the later uses parallel implementation of backward-chaining to support rea-
soning for the cluster based, 4store SPARQL engine. In the first paper the au-
thors start from a näıve application of MapReduce on RDF graphs to adding a
bunch of heuristics to optimize the parallelization of the closure computation.
And in the second article, the authors describe an Message Passing Interface
(MPI) implementation of their embarrassingly parallel algorithm to materialize
the implicit triples.

3.2 Graphs processing on GPGPU

Unlike the early GPU units which were intended for graphical processing only,
the General-purpose computing on graphics processing units can be used in more
flexible ways via frameworks like Open Computing Language (OpenCL) [8] and
Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) [9]. The main di↵erence between
GPUs and CPUs is that GPUs launch a big number of light and slow threads
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that run the same code in parallel, while CPUs run one fast process in serial.
The parallel reduction, is a good illustration of the use of parallel threads on
GPGPU to achieve high performance results. Figure 1 from the CUDA reduction
white paper [10] illustrates the use of GPGPU to calculate the sum of an array.

Fig. 1. Parallel Reduction: Interleaved Addressing

The literature contains many parallel algorithms that use GPGPU for fast
sorting [11], DNA sequence alignment [12], etc. We focus on graphs processing
algorithms, as they raise similar research problems to RDF processing, especially
the data partition. In the early works on graph processing on the GPU, [13]
achieved the performance of 1 second, 1.5 seconds and 2 minutes, respectively
for a breadth-first search (BFS) single-source shortest path (SSSP), and all-pairs
shortest path (APSP) algorithms on a 10 millions vertices graph. However these
algorithms are limited to graphs with less than 12 millions vertices, as they load
the whole graph into the GPGPU shared memory and they don’t tackle the data
partition issue. Recent research works break this scalability barrier by enabling
graph data distribution. [14] use a multi-GPU architecture and balance the load
of data between the di↵erent GPU devices.

3.3 Relational databases optimization on GPGPU

This research field tries to solve the similar problems that we are tackling for
relational databases. In [15], the authors describe their GPU based, in-memory
relational database GDB. [16] instead uses the traditional relational databases,
and accelerates the SQL operations on a GPU with CUDA.
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4 Research Questions

Unlike MPI and cluster based parallelization algorithms, which use the large
memory available on every node, the GPGPU based algorithms are restrained
by the relatively small memory of the GPU, and copying the data from the CPU
to the GPU memory for parallel processing is an expensive operation. These
constraints raise the following research questions when designing a GPGPU-
CPU based RDF store:

Data partition One of the major constraints of GPU programming, is the
small amount of dedicated graphical memory. Thus the need to swap data
between the CPU memory or hard drives and the GPU memory. This need
raises the research question of partitioning the RDF graph data, and the
choice of the data slice that should be copied to GPU for parallel processing.

Dynamic computation As copying the data to GPU memory is time con-
suming, the overall speedup will depend on the parallel computation on the
GPU and the data swap. If the speedup is not big, it is more e�cient to
compute on the CPU without the need to move the data. So the need to
precompute this speedup in order to dynamically choose between CPU or
GPU processing.

GPU caching In order to limit the number of memory fetches by the GPU,
we need to adapt a caching mechanism to the small amount of memory, in
order to maintain frequently used triples and rules in the shared memory.

Reasoning We need to select from the panoply of reasoning algorithms such
as tableaux based, forward chaining, backward chaining etc. the one that is
most adaptable to the GPU architecture, and can take benefit of the GPU
parallelization.

5 Hypotheses

We design our GPGPU-CPU hybrid RDF store with the following hypothesis:

1. The graph structure is continuously changing, by adding new triples via
social media streams. Triples can be deleted occasionally when the fol-
lower/friend relation is deleted for instance.

2. The user would interact with the RDF store in the same way he interacts
with CPU based RDF stores, and the GPGPU parallelization should run in
a transparent way.

6 Approach

We break down our approach into three steps related to the contributions we
are promoting:
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6.1 Optimizing SPARQL aggregation and ordering queries

In the first step, we are planning to integrate the CUDA reductions into the
SPARQL runtime process. For example a query containing the min aggregator
in Jena [17] is handled by the AggMaxBase class which go through the graph
nodes and calculates sequentially the comparisons to the actual max. A GPGPU
version will instead gather the whole sequence of bindings without any compar-
ison and run a GPU reduction to get the max value in one shot.
In this step, we will get more familiar with the GPGPU programming and tech-
nical limitations, the first results of this step will allow us to tweak further steps
plan.

6.2 Parallel constraints checking

One of the problems that we mentioned earlier in this paper, is the slow down of
load speed, resulting from the constraints checking. We speculate that a GPGPU
parallel version of constraints checking will optimize this phase and maintain the
speed of inserting new coming triples from the social media streams. In this step
we will get more familiar with lightweight reasoning on GPGPU.

6.3 Dynamic materialization on GPGPU

This step will be the core of the thesis work, as it raises the majority of the
research questions discussed in this paper. We will use the lessons learnt from
the previous steps in order to achieve parallel dynamic materialization of triples
at the query time.

7 Reflections

GPGPU are being exploited by many research communities in order to provide
cheap and fast parallelization of their algorithms. Successful results are achieved
in bioinformatics, graphs processing, relational databases and other fields. We
believe that exploiting GPGPU to optimize SPARQL queries and large RDF
data processing is a fruitful research direction.
Though the problem of dynamic materialization on GPU, raises many research
questions, we broke down our approach into intermediate warm-up steps before
tackling this problematic.

8 Evaluation plan

We are planning to implement a GPGPU version of one, possibly two of the
following RDF stores: Jena, Sesame [18] and Open Virtuoso [19]. In the evalu-
ation phase, we plan to use SPARQL benchmarks such as the Berlin SPARQL
benchmark [1] in order to compare the CPU only and the GPGPU-CPU hybrid
version of each implemented RDF store.
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As these benchmarks are not designed for streaming data, we will also use
SRBench, the Streaming RDF/SPARQL Benchmark [20] which is specific for
streaming RDF data. In [20], the authors propose a comprehensive set of queries
in order to compare the main streaming engines available in the state of the art,
namely SPARQLStream [21], C-SPARQL [22] and CQELS [23].
Another possible benchmark to evaluate our approach, comes from the graphs
processing community which is Graph500 [24].
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Abstract. Nowadays, more and more information on the Web is be-
coming available in a structured and easily searchable way. Multimedia
and particularly television content has to adopt those same Web princi-
ples in order to make the consumption of media items and Web browsing
seamlessly interconnected, no matter if the content is coming live from a
local broadcaster or from an online video streaming service. This research
proposes the creation of a methodology for representing, searching and
interlinking multimedia items with other existing resources. This model
has to be easily extensible and Web compliant in order to make the ge-
nerated annotations available to the outside world and reused in other
similar applications.
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1 Problem Statement

The amount of multimedia content available is huge: there are billions of pictures
and videos spread in very different ecosystems that keep growing. Since each
of those ecosystems has is own peculiarities, it is not easy to identify which
media items are relevant in a particular context, and how they can be effectively
consumed or re-used by users. Television content constitutes a subset of this
multimedia world where the presence of isolated ecosystems becomes even more
obvious. Most of the television providers are media silos ruled by their own
idiosyncrasy: broadcasters such as the German RBB or the French TF1 groups
are the owners of tons of television content that are not conveniently exposed
and interlinked with the rest of the world.

Other open issue is the way those media items are described. In most of the
cases, the content is considered like an unitary piece that does not need to be
further fragmented. However, in many situations, a more fine-grained decompo-
sition of the media resource is needed, in order to point to particular fragments
where something of interest is happening. The broad variety of non-interoperable
standards for representing those descriptions, such as TV-Anytime1 or MPEG-
72, has been largely recognized.
1 http://tech.ebu.ch/tvanytime
2 http://mpeg.chiariglione.org/standards/mpeg-7
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Finally there is a need of complementing seed video programs with additional
resources on the Web, such as domain related web sites, encyclopedic sources
or even conversation happening on social platforms. Users’ status updates and
tweets enable people to share their activities, feelings and emotions opening a
window to a world of fresh information that can successfully illustrates what is
being broadcasted in the television screen.

2 Relevancy

Multimedia content is rapidly increasing in scale and ubiquity but it still remains
largely poorly indexed and unconnected with other related media from other
sources. The current state of the TV domain clearly reflects this fact: there are
no clear approaches for going further than a simple PC-like browsing experience
on a full screen. Users wish to have new functionalities such as getting access to
information not explicitly present in the television content itself, like browsing
from a local news show to an open government data portal about a particular
location in order to understand voting patterns, or learning more about animals
and plants shown in a nature documentary without leaving that show.

The information available in social platforms is growing and becoming more
and more attached to television programs. Filtering this massive amount of data
and trying to make sense out of it is an extremely challenging task due to the
heterogeneity and dynamics of the information. Such an analysis is, however,
very valuable for explaining or illustrating what is going on in a video using
similar audiovisual content or encyclopedia knowledge, for completing missing
information, or for providing other users’ point of view about the same fact or
topic.

3 Related Work

Several approaches for describing multimedia content in general and television
content in particular have been proposed. One of the most relevant ones is the
model proposed by the British broadcaster, the BBC Programmes Ontology3.
This ontology includes concepts about various aspects of a television program
such as series, brands, episodes, etc. In [1], the authors describe how the BBC is
working to integrate data and linking documents across their domains by using
Semantic Web technology. The latest version of schema.org includes also classes
related to the TV domain, such as TVSeries, TVSeason and TVEpisode which
belong to the SchemaDotOrgTV4 proposal. This set of classes include some
improvements over the BBC model, like a better relationship between episodes,
series and seasons or the addition of clips and broadcast services.

Those attempts consistently consider the television program as a whole and
do not consider its sub-parts or fragments. The possibility of working with pieces
3 http://purl.org/ontology/po/
4 http://www.w3.org/wiki/SchemaDotOrgTV
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of different granularities is a crucial requirement for implementing true hyper-
video systems. There are standards that use non-URI based mechanisms to iden-
tify parts of a media resource, such as MPEG-7 or the Synchronized Multimedia
Integration Language (SMIL)5. In the group of URI-based approaches, tempo-
ralURI6 was the first to define media fragments using the query parameter in
a URI. The W3C Media Fragment Working Group has edited the Media Frag-
ment URI 1.0 specification7, which defines a hash URI syntax for identifying
and referencing fragments of audiovisual content in the Web. Some systems,
such as Synote [3], rely on these media fragments for representing information
about subtitles and entities in videos. In [2], we have used media fragments and
entities for classifying videos from Dailymotion and YouTube.

Crawling social platforms for enriching a media resource has been proposed
in several work. Liu et al. combine semantic inferencing and visual analysis to
automatically find media to illustrate events [4]. Visual, temporal and spatial
similarity measures are used for attaching photo streams with events in [9]. We
developed a generic media collector for retrieving media items shared on social
platforms [6]. Extra insights about the facts and events illustrated in the media
items collected are inferred by performing non-supervised clustering and labeling
processes on the result set.

4 Research Questions

The first challenge is to find an appropriate ontology model for correctly rep-
resenting the metadata about a particular media resource. We hypothesis that
Media Fragment URI can be used to identify part of media content, but it is
still a key topic of discussion how the relationship between media fragments and
a media resource should be represented and what are the implications for the
annotations.

The second challenge is how to enrich and improve the available metadata by
retrieving extra information from the Web and media items published in social
platforms. Some questions are: (i) what are the anchors or properties inside a
media resource that can best describe a particular fragment, (ii) what is the
best way to materialize links between different media fragments, and (iii) how to
formalize the context surrounding an annotation including its provenance, the
motivation that leads to the creation of the annotation, etc., in order to better
support search and hyperlink operations.

Finally, we aim to investigate how this enriched television content with data
from the web interconnected to its subparts should be consumed and displayed to
the end-user. The presence of multiple links to other resources opens a window to
a great variety of new television applications where a much minimalist interaction
and interface design should be implemented.

5 http://www.w3.org/AudioVideo/
6 http://annodex.net/TR/draft-pfeiffer-temporal-fragments-03.txt
7 http://www.w3.org/TR/media-frags/
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5 Hypotheses

This research proposed the use of a semantic graph metadata representation for
implementing innovative hypervideo systems. The resulting RDF data is flexible
enough to include different types of content description in a structured way: it
can be completed with information from external resources, it naturally supports
links with other pieces of content, and its web nature enables to bring hypermedia
experience to the TV field.

A video program can be decomposed into segments, either automatically or
manually, in order to create a hierarchy (structure) of media fragments which can
be further indexed and semantically described with resources from the Web of
Data. In our hypothesis, those anchors are Named Entities [8] spotted by different
extractors used on timed texts coming with a media resource. Those entities
represent a bridge between the audiovisual content and related information in the
Web of Data that is potentially relevant for the viewer. By filtering and ranking
those entities, the important parts of the video can be identified, modifying and
further adjusting an existing segmentation result obtained via a visual analysis.
Finally, the set of relevant entities inside a particular Media Fragment becomes
an appropriate way of characterizing it, which allows to infer how similar a
part of the video is to other fragments from other multimedia resources. By
making explicit relationships between analogous media fragments, the expected
hypermedia experience can be effectively created.

6 Approach

This sections shows a first implementation of the proposed hypotheses made in
the context of the LinkedTV project8, which will be further refined during the
subsequent phases of this doctoral research.

RDF conversion. In a first step, some legacy metadata or some results
coming from automatic multimedia analysis processes (e.g. face detection, shot
segmentation, scene segmentation, concept detection, speaker identification, au-
tomatic speech recognition, etc.) are converted into RDF and represented accord-
ing to the LinkedTV Ontology9. We have developer a REST API service named
tv2rdf 10 to perform this operation. The video content is structured into parts,
with different degrees of granularity, identified using Media Fragments URIs. For
better classifying those different levels of segmentation, the LinkedTV ontology
includes classes such as Chapter, Scene or Shot.

Those instances of the ma:MediaFragment class are anchors where entities
will be attached in the following serialization step. The media fragment genera-
tion introduces a very important level of abstraction that opens many possibili-
ties when annotating certain parts of the analyzed videos and makes possible to
associate to fragments other metadata with temporal references. The underlying
8 http://www.linkedtv.eu/
9 http://data.linkedtv.eu/ontologies/core

10 http://linkedtv.eurecom.fr/tv2rdf
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model also relies on well-known ontologies such as the The Open Annotation Core
Data Model11, the Ontology for Media Resources12 and the NERD ontology. A
schema of the ontology is depicted in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. LinkedTV Ontology.

The listing below corresponds to the description (Turtle serialization) of a
media fragment from the Tussen Kunst en Kitsch show. The temporal references
are encoded using the NinSuna Ontology13. The fact that one media fragment
belongs to a larger media resource is made via the property ma:isFragmentOf.
<http :// data.linkedtv.eu/media/e2899e7f -67c1 -4a08 -9146 -5 a205f6de457#t

=1492.64 ,1504.88 >
a nsa:TemporalFragment , ma:MediaFragment ;
nsa:temporalStart "1492.64"^^xsd:float ;
nsa:temporalEnd "1504.88"^^xsd:float ;
nsa:temporalUnit "npt" ;
ma:isFragmentOf <http :// data.linkedtv.eu/media/e2899e7f -67c1 -4a08

-9146 -5 a205f6de457 > .

Broadcasters generally provide basic legacy metadata related to the TV con-
tent such as EPG information (title, description, tags, channel, category, dura-
tion, language) and subtitles. Those items are also included in the RDF graph
during the serialization process.

Name Entity Extraction. Once the RDF graph is built, some nodes are
further interlinked with the Linked Open Data Cloud. Named entity extrac-
tors are used over the transcripts of the TV content (either the subtitles of
the television program or the automatic speech recognition (ASR) results). The
tv2rdf REST service launches this task by relying on a NERD Client, part of the
11 http://www.openannotation.org/spec/core
12 http://www.w3.org/ns/ma-ont
13 http://multimedialab.elis.ugent.be/organon/ontologies/ninsuna
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NERD14 framework. A multilingual entity extraction is performed over the video
transcript and the output result is a collection of entities that are temporally re-
lated to a video. The entities are classified using the core NERD Ontology15 and
attached to the right Media Fragment according to their temporal appearance.

Both Dublin Core16 and LinkedTV properties are used in order to specify the
entity label, confidence and relevance scores, the name of the extractor used, the
entity type and the disambiguation URI for this entity (for example, a resource
from DBPedia). This entity extraction process can be extended to be also applied
over other textual resources such as users comments or notes from the publisher.

Enrichment. In a third step, the named entities extracted in the previous
step are used to trigger the enrichment process that consists in retrieving ad-
ditional multimedia content that can illustrate what is shown or discussed in a
seed television program. The logic for accessing the external datasets where this
information can be collected is implemented inside the LinkedTV REST ser-
vice MediaCollector17. MediaCollector gets as input the label of entities spotted
by NERD and provides as result a list of media resources (photos and videos)
grouped by source [7]. Those sources include mainly social platforms such as
Twitter or YouTube but also domain-related web sites provided as white list of
content that should be mined. When serializing the information into RDF, every
item returned by the MediaCollector is represented as a new ma:MediaResource
instance according to the Ontology for Media Resources. The entity used as in-
put in the media discovery process is linked to the retrieved items through an
oa:Annotation instance from the Open Annotation Ontology.

Search and Hyperlinking. Entities and related media items can then be
used to describe and illustrate a particular media fragment of the television pro-
gram. Given some input parameters from the viewer and analyzing the entities
that are relevant for a video fragment, it is possible to filter out the ones that
can be potentially interesting for the user. When different media fragments share
similar named entities, they can be explicitly interrelated through the creation
of hyperlinks that allow the user to navigate from one multimedia content to the
other.

7 Reflections

We aim to publish the RDF metadata following the linked data principles. Hence,
the resulting RDF graph can not only be stored and queried to enable data vi-
sualization such as a second screen application [5], but it can also be re-used by
other RDF consuming applications. Once the metadata about a particular con-
tent has been gathered, serialized into RDF, and interlinked with other resources
in the Web, it is better suited to be used in the subsequent consumption phases
such as an editorial review or a data visualization. The creation of a hierarchy
14 http://nerd.eurecom.fr/
15 http://nerd.eurecom.fr/ontology/nerd-v0.5.n3
16 http://dublincore.org/documents/2012/06/14/dces
17 http://linkedtv.eurecom.fr/api/mediacollector/
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of media fragments with different levels of granularity provides a flexible model
for allowing different interpretations of the data depending on the user or the
particular context.

Different entities spotted within the same media fragment of a video re-
source can be considered simultaneously for obtaining new insights about what
is happening in that part of the media resource. For example, let’s imagine that
an entity corresponding to a particular painting has been spotted inside a media
fragment, while another entity known to be an artist in DBpedia is also spotted
nearby. It would then be possible to infer that this person is the author of the
painting with some confidence level, or at least, that this person is somehow
related with it. Similar deductions can be done by relying on other annotations
in the model such as keywords and LSCOM concepts (i.e. visual concepts as
popularized by the TRECVID benchmarking campaign).

8 Evaluation plan

The cooperation with the AVRO (via Sound and Vision) and RBB broadcasters
as partners of the LinkedTV project opens many possibilities. Apart of having
more material to be processed, their viewers and editors can potentially test
new features and provide feedback about the quality of the annotations and the
usefulness of the enrichment process described in this paper.

The evaluation of the entire approach will be based on three complemen-
tary dimensions. First, the accuracy of the named entity extraction process. Are
entities correctly spotted and disambiguated? This will be evaluated by apply-
ing standard metrics from the NLP domain. Second, the adequacy of the media
fragment temporal boundaries and their relevance for the spotted entities. What
is the right temporal window to consider around particular entities? Are they
meaningful according to the story being told in the video? We aim to compare
those results with with ground truth annotations manually generated by users.
Finally, we will measure the precision and recall of the search and hyperlinking
operations over the generated Media Fragments: for a particular search term
given by a user, are the media fragments retrieved relevant? Are the links be-
tween media fragments interesting from a user point of view? The evaluation of
this part is probably the most subjective and complex one but we plan to rely on
standard datasets and in particular on the MediaEval Search and Hyperlinking
Task18 that has exactly this goal.

We have already performed some very preliminary evaluations. We computed
some basic statistics about the number of named entities per NERD type and
the number of media fragments in a 55 minutes episode of the show Tussen
Kunst en Kitsch from the Dutch broadcaster Avro (Tables 1 and 2).

18 http://www.multimediaeval.org/mediaeval2013/
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Table 1. Number of entities per type

NERD type Entities

Person 37
Location 46
Product 3
Organization 30

Table 2. Number of MediaFragment’s

Serialized Item MediaFragment

Shots&Concepts 448
Subtitles 801
Bounding Boxes 4260
Spatial Objects 5
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Abstract. When using data mining to find regularities in data, the
obtained results (or patterns) need to be interpreted. The explanation of
such patterns is achieved using the background knowledge which might
be scattered among di↵erent sources. This intensive process is usually
committed to the experts in the domain. With the rise of Linked Data
and the increasing number of connected datasets, we assume that the
access to this knowledge can be easier, faster and more automated. This
PhD research aims to demonstrate whether Linked Data can be used to
provide the background knowledge for pattern interpretation and how.

Keywords: Linked Data, Data Mining, Knowledge Discovery, Data In-
terpretation

1 Problem Statement

Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) can be defined as the process of de-
tecting hidden patterns and regularities in large amounts of data [?]. To be
interpreted and understood, these patterns require the use of some background
knowledge, which is not always straightforward to find. In most real world con-
texts, providing the background knowledge is committed to the experts, whose
work is to analyse the results of a data mining process, give them a meaning and
refine them. The interpretation turns out to be an intensive and time-consuming
process, where part of knowledge can remain unrevealed or unexplained.

Our problem is illustrated with a real-world example we will use throughout
this paper. The Reading Experience Database (RED)1 is a record of people’s
reading experiences, including metadata regarding the reader, author, and book
involved in the experience as well as its date and location. Several kinds of data
mining processes could be applied on such a dataset. Here, for example, we
look at how people can be clustered based on the similarity of what they read.
Considering one such cluster, the question then becomes: “is there a reason why
these people read the same kind of books?” and “where and how to find this
information?”. Given for instance a cluster of people having extensively read
Jane Austen, an expert might consider it pertinent to point out that many of
them are Anglican women, since, for a number of reasons, Jane Austen was more
significantly popular with this particular audience.

Our hypothesis is that the access to the required background knowledge (in
our example, that readers are Anglican and female) can be made easier with

1 http://www.open.ac.uk/Arts/RED/index.html
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Linked Data2. In fact, while in the documentary Web the information used to
be hard to detect, hidden or even unreachable, the rise of Linked Data has
made possible to directly access it. In the last decades, people have been putting
e↵orts together in order to openly publish and link their knowledge in the form
of domain-specific concepts and relationships. While Tim Berner’s Lee’s “Web
of Data” [?] is still evolving and taking form, this structure and interoperability
of data can already be exploited for the knowledge interpretation process.

2 Relevancy

In many real-world domains, background knowledge plays a central role for the
analysis of trends or common behaviours. Generally, this knowledge is provided
by experts interpreting the results and assisting the Knowledge Discovery pro-
cess, which proves to be intensive and time-consuming.

In Business Intelligence (BI), the regularities emerging from raw data us-
ing data analytics are explained and transformed into meaningful information by
an expert for business purposes, such as decision making or predictive analytics.

The young field of Learning Analytics aims at identifying trends and pat-
terns from educational data using data mining, BI and Human-Computer In-
teraction techniques. The explanation of behaviours is crucial to assist people’s
learning, help teachers to support students, improve courses, as well as support
the sta↵ in planning and taking decisions.

InMedical Informatics, computer technologies are applied to process med-
ical information. The explanation of trends and anomalies might come from some
external knowledge, which the expert might not be aware of. A typical example
is the environmental changes a↵ecting the spread of diseases.

The analysis of data is also central in the field of Humanities, where re-
searchers attempt to explain facts by finding hidden connections with some ex-
ternal sources. The RED example of the paper comes from this field.

These examples show on the one hand how background knowledge is required
to explain the regularities in data, and on the other hand how this explanation
can sometimes come from very di↵erent domains, not related to each other.

3 Related Work

While ontologies have been widely explored in the data mining context since
the early 2000s, the last years have seen an increasing number of researches
aiming at exploiting the potential of Linked Data. The overall idea behind the
two trends is to exploit the datasets’ structure and semantics and combine them
with the Machine Learning algorithms to produce more accurate results. Earlier
works proposed the use of ontologies as a support for data preparation [?,?,?]
or to constrain the algorithms search [?,?,?,?]. Linked Data-driven approaches
can be found in [?,?,?]. On the other hand, few works [?,?] had been addressed
so far on using ontologies to assist the interpretation of the results. Recently,
the idea has been considered in [?,?], where the authors stress the importance of

2 http://linkeddata.org/
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capturing useful knowledge from ontologies to reduce the user’s workload for the
interpretation process. While the motivation of both these works and ours is to
combine ontologies and data mining in view of a complete virtuous KDD process,
we also intend to further the use of Linked Data. This idea can be found in [?],
where Linked Data are used to understand the results of a Sequence Pattern
Mining process in the context of Learning Analytics. Linked Data are here only
a navigation support to the user (who can easily visualise the results), while the
interpretation is still based on his previously acquired expertise.

Ontologies for hypothesis generation have been treated in the clinical domain
(see survey in [?]), and combined with Logic Programming in the fields of De-
scription Logic Programming [?,?], as well as in the Onto-Relational Learning
domain [?]. Particularly, this last approach exploits the unary and binary pred-
icates of ontologies, to provide a strong background knowledge and combine it
with Inductive Logic Programming in order to produce rules or hypotheses from
observations.

4 Research Questions

The main research question we address is this work is: “how do we explain pat-
terns in data using the background knowledge from Linked Data?”. If, on one
side, this “explanation” means the generation of some hypotheses (or rules) in-
terpreting the data patterns, on the other side, these hypotheses should rely on
some background knowledge that needs to be somehow retrieved, and we assume
that at least some of it might be available through Linked Data. To answer this,
we articulated our space in a specific set of subquestions, possible solutions and
expected risks, which are illustrated below.

Q1 – Finding the data. Our first question is how to find the right background
knowledge in Linked Data. This is our major question, and is articulated in:

1. Dataset selection. Does the Linked Data cloud contains the right datasets
describing our data? Where and how to find them?

2. Data detection. Once we have found the datasets, how to detect the correct
data into them? Do the data have enough information? In other words, how
do we find the correct pieces of knowledge, in terms of predicates about our
data?

Initial Solution. The question here concerns the exploration of the Linked Data
cloud and the knowledge herein represented. While technical solutions such as
the CKAN API3, the Semantic Web indexers4 or the SPARQL endpoint lists5

are already popular in the community, our objective is to automatise the pro-
cess of selecting the important bits of information required for the explanation.
Whether we choose a top-down approach, where the search space is first defined
by deeply analysing the datasets and then narrowed using the initial data to
detect the salient bits of information for hypotheses generation, or a bottom-up

3 http://docs.ckan.org/en/latest/api.html
4 such as Sindice: http://sindice.com/
5 http://www.w3.org/wiki/SparqlEndpoints
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approach, that exploits the initial data to iteratively add pieces of (Linked Data)
background knowledge to produce more and more refined hypotheses, the key of
the process are the available connections in the Linked Data cloud. Exploiting
such connections to make emerge underlying knowledge in order to maximise
the automatisation of this selection process will be our major contribution.
Expected risks. The search for background knowledge could be unsuccessful as
the patterns might not be described enough in Linked Data (lack of information
or lack of datasets).

Q2 – Generating the hypotheses. Assuming that the background knowledge
about the data has been found, we will have to answer the question: how do we
use it to explain the data patterns. What kind of mechanisms can generate ex-
planations, that we previously called hypotheses?
Initial Solution. We identified as a possible solution the use of Inductive Logic
Programming to produce hypotheses from both data patterns and Linked Data
background knowledge.
Expected risks. The chosen mechanism to generate explanations might not be
scalable and might lead to computational problems (data deluge).

Q3 – Evaluating the hypotheses. Once the hypotheses have been generated,
the last questions is: how do we know that they are good? That is, what is the
significance of a rule? This evaluation step is also two-folded:

1. Hypotheses evaluation. Which are the criteria to assess the interestingness
of a hypothesis?

2. Method evaluation. How do we evaluate that our method is e�cient when
compared to those of the domain(s) experts?

Finally, can the evaluation method a↵ect the data selection? Can a hypothesis
help in pruning the selected data, and support the Knowledge Discovery pro-
cess?
Initial Solution. Currently, we are exploiting the ILP evaluation measures to
score the significance of a hypothesis. However, we are aware that this prelimi-
nary solution will need to be further investigated. We also intend to investigate
genetic algorithms to verify if the evaluation method can a↵ect the data selec-
tion.
Expected risks. A clear evidence for some of the generated rules could be
missing (lack of background knowledge). Moreover, some of the hypotheses might
iteratively require a new piece of knowledge to explain the patterns (recursion
issue).

5 Hypothesis

Our hypothesis is: “Linked Data can be used as background knowledge to explain
data patterns”. The main idea is that using Linked Data as background knowl-
edge will reduce the e↵orts put into explaining the data patterns. Assuming this,
Knowledge Discovery can leverage Linked Data as they will assist the experts
and reduce their commitment into the KDD process, as explained below.
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Time gaining. The expert will require less time to explain patterns. The con-
nections between datasets of di↵erent areas will make emerge new information
for the explanations requiring external knowledge.
E�ciency. Linked Data will show the expert the information which is not from
his domain. Our method can be more e�cient than a group of experts.
Completeness. The expert can be less specialised as Linked Data can bring
the missing information, in order to have a more complete explanation.

6 Approach

The approach is structured according to our research questions (see also Fig. ??).
1. Data Selection. Assuming some patterns obtained from a data mining process
(clusters, association rules, sequence patterns...), we search in the Linked Data
cloud information about the data in the patterns.
2. Hypotheses Generation. We use Inductive Logic Programming to represent
both the data patterns and the Linked Data information, and generate hypoth-
esis from them.
3. Hypotheses Evaluation. We evaluate the hypotheses in order to rank them and
select the best rules. These are presented to the experts for interpretation, but
also used to refine the data selection of the first step and to start a new cycle.

Fig. 1. Structure of our approach.

Data Selection. We introduced in the first section the RED example that
we use to illustrate our approach. Once we obtain clusters of readers, we proceed
with the search for information about them in Linked Data. For the purpose of a
preliminary study, we started with the manual selection of some properties from
DBpedia6.

Hypotheses Generation. The step concerns the problem formulation in
the ILP framework. Inductive Logic Programming is a research field at the inter-

Table 1. Prolog-encoded examples. Gordon Byron and Samuel Coleridge are examples
of readers belonging to the same cluster c.

clusters c(‘Gordon Byron’). c(‘Samuel Coleridge’).

RDF predicates originCountry(‘Gordon Byron’,‘England’).

RDF is-a relations country(‘England’).

section of Machine Learning and Logic Programming, investigating the inductive

6 http://dbpedia.org/About
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construction of first-order clausal theories (Logic Programming heritage) starting
from a set of examples (Machine Learning heritage) [?]. Its distinguished feature
is the use of some additional background knowledge to derive the hypotheses. In
such framework, the data patterns represent the negative and positive examples,
while information from Linked Data is the background knowledge required to
generate hypotheses. Therefore, we encode them into Prolog clauses, as follows:
The hypotheses are generated using the Aleph7 system, and take the form of:

[Pos cover=14, Neg cover=308] c(A):-female(A)^originCountry(A,‘England’)

which is interpreted as: “the reader A is part of the cluster c because of being
female and from England”. Pos cover is the number of examples e+ covered
by the rule r included in the cluster c (e+ 2 c), while Neg cover is the number
of examples e� covered by r, where e� /2 c.

Hypotheses Evaluation. In this preliminary study, the hypotheses evalu-
ation is performed using the weighted relative accuracy function (WRacc) pro-
vided by Aleph and described in [?]. WRacc measures the unusualness of a rule
and expresses it in terms of number of positive and negative examples covered.
By providing a trade o↵ between of a rule’s coverage and relative accuracy,
WRacc allows us to obtain explanations which are valid for patterns of small
sizes. Given a rule r and a cluster c, WRacc is defined as:

WRacc =
e+r + e�r
E+
c + E�

c

(
e+r

e+r + e�r
� E+

c

E+
c + E�

c

) (1)

where e+r and e�r the number of positive and negative examples covered by r,
E+ the size of c and E� the number of examples provided outside c. Using
this formula, we obtained a preliminary ranking of the generated hypotheses.
Examples of rules with the best scores are presented in Table ??.

Table 2. Examples of generated hypothesis with their WRacc score.

cluster size hypothesis WRacc

Austen J. 110
c(A):- religion(A,‘Anglican’) 0.025

c(A):- female(A) 0.02

Pepys S. 13
c(A):- religion(A,‘Anglican’)^male(A)

0.025^country(A,‘England’)

7 Reflections

The previous table presents some promising results for the hypotheses evalu-
ation, ranking and selection. The results for the first cluster are fairly strong
when compared to the sample set (E+ [E�=1230), and show how ILP is a good
approach to explain data patterns, e.g. “people reading Jane Austen were An-
glican women”. This initial test also confirms our intuition that the proposed
approach could naturally combine di↵erent sources of background knowledge
(i.e., di↵erent datasets) to produce explanations of found patterns in the data.
Here for example, information about the gender of readers come from the RED
data, while the information about their religion is present in DBpedia. However,

7 http://www.cs.ox.ac.uk/activities/machlearn/Aleph/
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as expected, triggering a new background knowledge search process is required
to make the explication more understandable. In practice, we might require a
more specific answer to the question “what connects readers of Jane Austen?”
than that they are Anglican women. We are also aware that finding a more ad-
equate scoring measure to check the validity of a hypothesis is necessary. The
WRacc might be a good starting point but we will have to find an evaluation
measure which takes into account aspects such as the lack of information or a
smaller cluster size. This will, in fact, have a direct impact on the data selection.
Finally, in order to detect what strongly connects the data in a pattern, we need
to find a good way to detect valid background knowledge. Most of this PhD work
will be focused on this issue.

8 Evaluation plan

(1) Hypothesis validity evaluation. We aim at finding the good rules using
background knowledge from Linked Data. For instance, is “people reading Jane
Austen were Anglican women” good, or good enough? Depending on the use-
case we will be working on, a manual evaluation of the rules will be asked to the
relevant domains experts.
(2) Experts support. How much our approach reduces the e↵orts needed from
an expert? Does the explanation about the readers of Jane Austen bring any new
knowledge to the expert, that he can exploit for the interpretation process? We
will compare the results of a full KDD process achieved with and without our
method to see whether the later can e↵ectively reduce the expert’s involvement.

9 Conclusions
This paper presents our research aiming at using background knowledge found
in the Linked Data to explain patterns and regularities in data. The main idea
is to explore if and how Linked Data can assist the experts in the knowledge
discovery process. The first results of our ILP-based approach are promising and
revealed that the Hypotheses Generation and Evaluation steps can be improved.
We identified as one of the major issues the need of a full access to both data and
the background knowledge. This information has to be (a) expressive (enough
properties related to the data), consistent (no ambiguity or contradictory facts)
and complete (properties need to cover most of the data). The future work
will investigate the Data Selection step, the core part of our project. This PhD
contribution will be to set up a good method to detect relevant information
in Linked Data, where “detection” concerns both the right datasets and the
represented data.
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Abstract. While hyperlinks are absolutely crucial to the Web’s success,
they are currently uni-directional, as information is augmented with
controls from the perspective of the information publisher. However, it
is the user who needs those links to navigate—and the publisher cannot
know how any user might want to interact with the information. Therefore,
the most relevant links for a user might be omitted, severely limiting
the applicability of hypertext. In this paper, I outline a plan to tackle
this problem as part of my doctoral research, by explaining the research
questions, the underlying hypotheses, and the approach, in which semantic
technologies play a crucial role.

Keywords: affordance, hypermedia, Semantic Web, Web services

1 Problem Statement

The hyperlink-driven information model of the World Wide Web [3] has introduced
humanity to a novel way of information consumption. Information has become
actionable [11], in contrast to the passive medium it used to be. Although
hypertext was envisioned long before [15], the Web was the first hypertext system
that worked on a global scale. Still, the initial visions of hypermedia featured
a much richer arsenal of link mechanisms, such as non-breaking n-way links
and transclusion [16].

The main problem of hyperlinks on the Web is that the responsibility of
link creation lies entirely with the publisher. Indeed, when creating a Web site
or application, it is the publisher of the information who decides what actions
the consumers of that information can perform. This poses a threat to the said
actionability of the information, because it can only be called “actionable” to
the extent the consumer can actually perform the actions he or she desires. If
the publisher omits the hyperlinks that afford these actions, then the hypertext
document becomes as passive as any pre-Web medium, defeating its purpose.

The problem statement of my doctoral research is therefore how we can
enhance the controls in hypermedia documents on the Web in a personalized way,
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such that they afford the relevant actions for each consumer. I want to look
at this problem from the standpoint of both human visitors of websites and
machine clients of Web apis, as they each have unique challenges. The aim is
to provide these controls in an automated way with the least possible amount
of human intervention.

In the next section, I will explain the relevancy of this problem, followed by
a summary of related work in Section 3. Section 4 poses several research questions,
for which I formulate hypotheses in Section 5. My approach is presented in
Section 6, followed by a reflection in Section 7. Section 8 discusses the evaluation
and preliminary results are shown in Section 9.

2 Relevancy

It is crucial to realize that hyperlinks—and hypermedia controls in general—are
not enablers but affordances [11,17], i.e., they offer the information consumer
an action possibility, but the action itself is also achievable through other means.
For instance, if a document refers to another page without a hyperlink, that page
might still be accessible (e.g., through a search engine). However, this catapults
us back to the age of paper documents, as the document does not directly contain
the needed affordances, defeating the purpose of hypertext. Furthermore, such
indirect ways are more time- and resource-consuming, while the ability to browse
quickly in a hypermedia system is critical to its usability [2]. Thus, having the
right hypermedia controls in place is necessary for efficient Web use. Three
reasons in particular make the need for more relevant controls very actual.

Continued expansion The Web is growing at an ever increasing rate, which means
that if the average number of links per page does not increase, the connectedness
of the Web is decreasing. In 1999, the size of the Web was estimated at 800 million
documents and the average document distance already at 19 clicks [19]—and
it is not hard to imagine that this distance will only go up. This means that
the trade-off between completeness (a publisher offering all relevant links) and
efficiency (a consumer quickly finding the link she needs) becomes increasingly
difficult to manage.

Aging documents Even if publishers could somehow strike an ideal balance
between completeness and efficiency at the time of publication, it is highly
unlikely that their choice of links will remain optimal as the document ages.
Since the Web does not implement the concept of backlinks, the fact that
new documents can link to older ones does not improve the affordance of the
older documents. Furthermore, links to certain pages break if documents move or
cease to exist [14]. Therefore, the hypermedia controls found on older documents
are not the most relevant ones for a user. For instance, given the current trend
of online social networks, many recent sites provide interaction controls with
those networks. When a user browses older pages, these controls can be missed,
especially by users who lack the necessary skills to perform these actions without
the help of such designated controls.
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Mobile growth In the past few years, mobile use of the Web has increased
tremendously and will continue to do so in the coming years [10]. The nature
of mobile devices makes the Web browsing experience different: average screen
sizes are smaller and physical keyboards are either miniaturized or not present.
The small screen size leaves less space for links, so the few that appear must be
relevant. Also, the absence of a full-scale keyboard makes it more difficult to
reach a goal in indirect ways (such as entering keywords in a search engine) if
a direct link that leads to the user’s desired goal is missing.

3 Related Work

3.1 Adaptive Hypermedia

The personalization of hypermedia documents is part of the research field of
adaptive hypermedia [6]. Within adaptive hypermedia research, adaptive naviga-
tion support [8] is concerned with personalizing hypermedia controls to match
the intentions or goals of the user. Most adaptive navigation support systems are
a) operating on a closed corpus, b) focused on linking to related information, and
c) used in a specific context such as learning. In contrast, we want to approach
the problem statement a) on the open corpus of the entire Web, b) with a focus
on performing actions, and c) for day-to-day usage. In fact, open-corpus adaptive
hypermedia has been identified as an important challenge in the field [7], but
it has not been tackled intensively. Semantic Web technologies were listed as
a candidate to help overcome the open-corpus problem on the Web [9].

3.2 Social Interaction Widgets

In response to the sudden rise of many social networks, publishers started
adding so-called widgets to their sites, small snippets of code that provide user
interactions. In contrast with simple hyperlinks, which connect one document
to another, these widgets typically allow the user to perform an action on the
current document, such as sharing it within a social circle or adding a comment.
Examples include the Facebook Like button and the Twitter Tweet button [5].
However, as more social networks emerge, it becomes impractical for publishers
to manually add widgets for each of them.

In order to cope with this increasing diversity in social networks, aggregated
widgets such as AddThis [1] were created. AddThis is a single widget that gives
access to sharing options on various social networks through a list that every
user can personalize. The benefit on the publisher side is that he does not need
to know about the user’s preferred network, nor must provide a sharing link.
Additionally, the user is not bothered by non-relevant sharing links, because
social networks that she does not use are not needlessly displayed by the widget.
However, the usage of AddThis is limited to sharing actions, and it is thereby
not a generalized solution for personalized action links on the Web.
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3.3 Web Intents

A solution that does support a wider range of actions is Web Intents [4]. The
idea derives from a concept on phones with the Android operating system, where
applications can indicate their intent to support a certain action, such as calling
or sending a message. The specification defines several standard actions, such
as sharing, editing, and viewing, which can be supported by Web applications.
Content publishers should indicate which actions their users can perform. However,
this still implies the publisher must “predict” what type of action the user might
want to do [21]. In contrast, we want to determine the action through the user’s
preferences, which are highly personal and can change over time.

4 Research Questions

The main question in my doctoral research is:

How can we enhance hypermedia controls in a personalized way, such that
they complement a piece of information with the affordance a user requires
to perform the next steps he or she needs?

This question gives rise to two others. On the one hand, there is the human aspect:

How does such enhanced affordance help users browsing the Web in achieving
their goals, and how can we achieve maximum effectiveness in this regard?

And on the other hand, there is the machine aspect:

How does enhanced affordance help machine clients consume Web apis, and
can it lead to true serendipitous reuse [23] of services?

This last question is inspired by the concept hypermedia as the engine of ap-
plication state [12], which aims to achieve loose conversational coupling [18] by
augmenting representations with controls, also for machine clients. However, as
is the case with humans surfing the Web, publishers of information are unaware
of the goals of the information consumer, and it is therefore hard for them to
provide the necessary affordance [21].

5 Hypotheses

The main hypothesis, related to the main research question, is:

Current semantic technologies are sufficiently flexible and powerful to connect
a piece of information and matching actions at runtime, while providing loose
coupling at design time.

In addition to the feasibility, the following hypothesis relates to the necessity:

Semantic technologies offer an added value to the creation process of en-
hanced affordance.
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Client

Publisher

Adapter

Provider

request (http)

hypermedia (html + rdfa)

affordance

description (restdesc)
added by the adapter

Fig. 1. An adapter at the client side adds affordance to the hypermedia representation,
based on the semantic annotations the latter contains (e.g., rdfa or html5 microdata).

My hypotheses regarding the effectiveness of hypermedia documents enhanced
with personalized affordance are:

Users can browse the Web faster and more efficient when the relevant affordance
is in place.

Machine clients will be more functional and more resilient to change if they
receive messages with enhanced affordance.

6 Approach

My approach to address the research questions is to develop a technology and
architecture for what I call distributed affordance [21]. The core idea is that
publishers add semantic annotations to the hypermedia documents they serve
to a client, which are matched at runtime by the client to semantic service
descriptions that describe the functionality offered by providers of the user’s
choice. Figure 1 shows a client making a request to an information publisher, who
replies with an html document that has been enriched with rdfa markup. Earlier,
a client-side adapter has accessed functional descriptions in restdesc [22] format,
which are now instantiated with the rdfa annotations to generate affordances
that can be added to the html document. These affordances will lead to actions
that operate directly on the resources inside the page.

This addresses the main research question, and will also put the main hy-
pothesis to the test. The proposed platform is loosely coupled, as the publisher,
provider, and adapter do not need to know about each other. Instead, the pub-
lisher and provider offer sufficient semantics for the adapter to interpret what
combinations are possible. This contrasts with current hyperlinks on the one
hand, where the publisher has to know about the action provider, and with
closed-corpus adaptation on the other hand, where the adapter has to know
about the publisher and/or the action provider.

To address the research questions and hypothesis about user and machine
usage of the distributed affordance platform, I will create a corpus consisting
of websites with annotations and Web services with descriptions. The goal
is to incorporate as many real-world examples as possible, in order to have
a realistic testing environment, as well as several use cases wherein the technology
proves its added value.
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7 Reflections

The main difference in my approach with existing work on adaptive navigation
support [8], is that I specifically want to perform adaptation on an open corpus,
i.e., the entire Web, instead of a controlled subset. Open corpus adaptive hyper-
media has in fact been identified as an important challenge [7], and semantic
technologies have been hinted at as a potential solution [9], although no concrete
systems have emerged yet. However, I believe that the Web only recently is
becoming ready for this, as it is only in the past few years that we see suf-
ficient semantic annotations appear, despite the technologies (such as rdfa)
being around for a longer time. Furthermore, my previous experimentation with
functional description of rest apis [22] gives me the confidence that this tech-
nology is sufficiently mature to apply it on automated action creation using
even limited semantic annotations.

A second difference, as indicated in Figure 1, is that the adaptation happens
at the client side and therefore is fully scalable, instead of classical adaptation sys-
tems that rely on a central adaptation component. Furthermore, whereas the ma-
jority of work on adaptive navigation focuses on linking static documents together,
my goal is to connect dynamic documents, i.e., generate links towards actions on
the current document. This allows for the creation of much richer interactions.

8 Evaluation Plan

For the evaluation, there are three main lines of interest.

user studies As the main focus is on creating affordance that will help users
browse more efficiently, it is of utmost importance to conduct user studies
that follow people’s browsing behavior as they make use of the developed
platform. Several tests should be conducted in a (double-)blind setting, where
the participant (and possibly the experiment conductor) are unaware whether
the platform is active. I will analyze qualitative parameters on the one hand,
such as the user’s impression of effectiveness, and quantitative parameters on
the other hand, such as the time to complete a task.

performance evaluation In a platform that should manipulate web pages in
real-time, speed will be crucial. Therefore, various aspects of the platform
should be tested for performance, especially the semantic matching of content
and services, which can become complex quickly. In addition to that, the
whole pipeline must be tested, and optimized so that it stays under the
threshold that is deemed acceptable in the user studies.

client code complexity Finally, as I also want to focus on automated clients of
Web apis, the code of such clients should be less complex [13] as a result of the
enhanced affordance. This makes it necessary to compare the implementations
of clients with and without the use of (additional) hypermedia controls in
the server’s response.
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9 Preliminary Results

Previously, I have evaluated the performance of Web api matching and composi-
tion with restdesc [20], which led me to conclude two things. First, it is possible
to create relevant composition chains in a few milliseconds. Second, this level of
performance can be maintained even with thousands of different descriptions of
Web site actions that are potential matches. Together, this indicates that finding
the few api descriptions that match a given resource out of a large description
set is possible in a reasonable amount of time.

Additionally, I have started a user study in collaboration with researchers
from the human-computer interaction field, in which we observe users as they
perform tasks on the Web with and without the distributed affordance platform.
The first results seem to suggest that users navigate indeed more efficiently when
the affordance has been optimized for their needs. The distributed affordance
platform itself is currently under development, the progress of which can be
followed at http://distributedaffordance.org/.

10 Conclusion

This paper has presented the outline of my doctoral research, in which I want to
focus on personalized affordance created from distributed sources. My approach
is to build a platform that works on the client side, enhancing hypermedia
representations returned by the server with hyperlinks and controls of the user’s
preference. Semantic technologies enable a loose coupling between publishers
of information and action providers, which allows the platform to have a truly
distributed nature. The evaluation of this work will consist of user studies,
performance evaluations and code complexity comparisons. My goals are to make
browsing the Web more efficient for users, and to enable a more serendipitous
reuse of services for machines.
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